Scientific Programme

Friday, 12 August 2016

Special Sessions
08:30 - 11:00  C213

Session 001, Professional Committee Meeting

Special Sessions
11:30 - 17:00  C213

Session 002, Governing Board Meeting
Scientific Programme

Saturday, 13 August 2016

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30  C124/125

Session 003, The Professional Committee’s Officers Forum
The Professional Committee invites all Officers (Chairs and Secretaries of Sections) and Special Interest Group Conveners to celebrate and discuss achievements and progress during the last year. The new IFLA Secretary General will present his vision for IFLA and discuss with Officers the contribution Professional Units can make to IFLA’s future. The forum offers a chance for Officers to discuss or clarify any questions they have before meeting with their Standing Committees later in the day.

Chairs:
Maria Carme Torras i Calvo (Chair, IFLA Professional Committee, Universitetsbiblioteket i Bergen, Norway)

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15  C210

Session 004, SC I - Serials and Other continuing Resources

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15  C211

Session 005, SC I - Acquisition and Collection Development

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15  C212

Session 006, SC I - Education and Training

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15  C213

Session 007, SC I - Libraries Serving Persons with Print Disabilities

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15  C214

Session 008, SC I - Cataloguing
Scientific Programme

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15

Session 009, SC I - Statistics and Evaluation

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15

Session 010, SC I - Rare Books and Special Collections

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15

Session 011, SC I - Management and Marketing

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15

Session 012, SC I - Social Science Libraries

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15

Session 013, SC I - Document Delivery and Resource Sharing

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15

Session 014, SC I - Information Technology

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15

Session 015, SC I - School Libraries

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15

Session 016, SC I - Genealogy and Local History
Scientific Programme

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15
Ohio Center A

Session 017, ALP Advisory Committee Meeting

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15
C216

Session 018, SC I - Preservation and Conservation

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15
C122

Session 019, SC I - Indigenous Matters

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00
C210

Session 020, SC I - Science and Technology Libraries

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00
C211

Session 021, SC I - Academic and Research Libraries

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00
C212

Session 022, SC I - Bibliography

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00
C213

Session 023, SC I - Art Libraries

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00
C214

Session 024, SC I - Government Information and Official Publications
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Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00  C215

Session 025, SC I - Library Theory and Research

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00  C220-221

Session 026, SC I - Library Services to People with Special Needs

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00  C223-224

Session 027, SC I - Management of Library Associations

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00  C112

Session 028, SC I - Literacy and Reading

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00  C113-114

Session 029, SC I - Continuing Professional Development and Workplace Learning

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00  Windows Room

Session 030, SC I - Health and Biosciences Libraries

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00  Ohio Center C

Session 031, SC I - Audiovisual and Multimedia

Business Meetings
12:30 - 14:00  Ohio Center B

Session 032, SC I - FAIFE
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Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00
Ohio Center A

Session 033, PAC

Business Meetings
12:30 - 15:00
C216

Session 034, Standards Committee

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45
C210

Session 035, SC I - National Libraries

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45
C211

Session 036, SC I - Information Literacy

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45
C212

Session 037, SC I - Public Libraries

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45
C213

Session 038, SC I - Reference and Information Services

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45
C214

Session 039, SC I - News Media

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45
C215

Session 040, SC I - Metropolitan Libraries
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Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45

Session 041, SC I - Library Buildings and Equipment

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45 C220-221

Session 042, SC I - Law Libraries

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45 C223-224

Session 043, SC I - Classification and Indexing

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45 C112

Session 044, SC I - Knowledge Management

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45 Windows Room

Session 045, SC I - Government Libraries

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45 Ohio Center C

Session 046, SC I - Library and Research Services for Parliaments

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45 Ohio Center B

Session 047, SC I - Libraries for Children and Young Adults

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45 Ohio Center A

Session 048, SC I - Library Services to Multicultural Populations
Scientific Programme

Business Meetings
15:15 - 17:45

Session 049, CLM

Business Meetings
17:30 - 18:30
Union Station Ballroom A

Session 051, Caucus - Canada

Business Meetings
17:30 - 18:30
Union Station Ballroom B

Session 056, Caucus - USA

Business Meetings
17:30 - 18:30
C222

Session 050, Caucus - Africa, Asia & Oceania and Latin America and the Caribbean

Business Meetings
18:45 - 19:45
C210

Session 061, Caucus - UK

Business Meetings
18:45 - 19:45
C211

Session 057, Caucus - Chinese Speaking Participants

Business Meetings
18:45 - 19:45
C212

Session 059, Caucus - CIS

Business Meetings
18:45 - 19:45
C213

Session 054, Caucus - Australia
Scientific Programme

Business Meetings
18:45 - 19:45 C214

Session 063, Caucus - German Speaking Participants

Business Meetings
18:45 - 19:45 C215

Session 062, Caucus - Korean Speaking Participants

Business Meetings
18:45 - 19:45 C220-221

Session 060, Caucus - Nordic Countries

Business Meetings
18:45 - 19:45 C216

Session 053, Caucus - Arabic Speaking

Business Meetings
18:45 - 19:45 Union Station Ballroom C

Session 055, Caucus - Spanish Speaking Participants

Business Meetings
18:45 - 19:45 C225

Session 058, Caucus - French Speaking Participants

Business Meetings
18:45 - 19:45 Eisenman

Session 052, Caucus - Portuguese Speaking
Scientific Programme

Sunday, 14 August 2016

Special Sessions
08:30 - 10:00
Union Station Ballrooms A/B/C

Session 069, Newcomers Session (SI)
Find out how to get the most from your IFLA WLIC 2016 experience, be it through professional interaction, updating your knowledge, socialising or social media. This session offers a brief introduction to aspects of the Congress and IFLA as an organisation. The Newcomers’ Session is a great opportunity to start building and expanding your professional network.

1. Opening
Tatjana Hoeink (IFLA Membership Officer, Netherlands)

2. Welcome by IFLA President
Donna Scheeder (IFLA President, United States)

3. Welcome by IFLA Secretary General
Gerald Leitner (IFLA Secretary General, Netherlands)

4. The local scene: Place and culture
Quanetta Batts (IFLA WLIC 2016 National Committee member, United States)

5. Overview: How the IFLA Congress is structured and how to get the most out of it
Andrew McDonald (IFLA Governing Board Member, United Kingdom)

6. From first-timer to committee member
Maria Violeta Bertolini (New Professionals SIG Convenor, Argentina)

7. Exhibition: Why you should visit
Noelle Sicuro (OCLC - IFLA Corporate Supporter and Conference Sponsor, United States)

8. Poster Session: A world tour of projects and ideas
Sabine Stummeyer (IFLA WLIC Poster Presenter, Germany)

9. Spreading the word: Social media at the IFLA Congress
Natalia Molebatsi (IFLA WLIC 2016 Social Media Coordinator, South Africa)

10. Closing
Tatjana Hoeink (IFLA Membership Officer, Netherlands)

Business Meetings
08:30 - 10:00
C216

Session 068, Division Leadership Forum: Division V
The Division V Leadership Forum is a meeting of all Officers (Chairs and Secretaries of the Sections) and Special Interest Group Conveners from IFLA’s Division V, Regions, a group of Professional Units representing interests in the three regions Africa, Asia Oceania, and Latin America and the Caribbean.

Chairs:
Victoria Okojie (Chair Division V, Librarians’ Registration Council of Nigeria (LRCN), Nigeria)
IFLA World Library and Information Congress
82th IFLA General Conference and Assembly,
13-19 August 2016,
Columbus, Ohio, United States

Scientific Programme

Business Meetings
08:30 - 10:00

Session 064, Division Leadership Forum: Division I
The Division I Leadership Forum is a meeting of all Officers (Chairs and Secretaries of the Sections) and Special Interest Group Conveners from IFLA’s Division I, Library Types, a group of Professional Units representing different types of libraries.

Chairs:
Raissa Teodori (Chair Division I, Senate Library Senato della Repubblica Italiana, Italy)

Session 065, Division Leadership Forum: Division II
The Division II Leadership Forum is a meeting of all Officers (Chairs and Secretaries of the Sections) and Special Interest Group Conveners from IFLA’s Division II, Library Collections, a group of Professional Units specializing in different types of library collections.

Chairs:
Frederick Zarndt (Chair Division II, Global Connexions, United States)

Session 066, Division Leadership Forum: Division III
The Division III Leadership Forum is a meeting of all Officers (Chairs and Secretaries of the Sections) and Special Interest Group Conveners from IFLA’s Division III, Library Services, a group of Professional Units specializing in different types of library services.

Chairs:
Viviana Quiñones (Chair Division III, Bibliothèque nationale de France/ Centre national de la littérature pour la jeunesse--La Joie par les livres, France)

Session 067, Division Leadership Forum: Division IV
The Division IV Leadership Forum is a meeting of all Officers (Chairs and Secretaries of the Sections) and Special Interest Group Conveners from IFLA’s Division IV, Support for the Profession, a group of Professional Units specializing in areas of interest connected to the librarian profession.

Chairs:
Perry Moore (Chair Division IV, Zeeuwse Bibliotheek Middelburg, Netherlands)
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Special Sessions
10:30 - 12:00

Session 070, Opening Session (SI)
Congress delegates will come together on Sunday, 14 August 2016 for the official opening of the 2016 WLIC. During the opening ceremony, delegates will be introduced to the history and culture of Columbus and the United States through music, dance and pageantry. The theme of the opening ceremony, "Invention and Innovation" will highlight science, industry and information. Doors open at 9:30 a.m. Programme: - Address to Congress delegates, Donna Scheeder (IFLA President)  |  |  |  |  |  |  
- Welcome Video - Welcome to Columbus, Carol Pitts Diedrichs and Patrick Losinski (Co-Chair, U.S. National Committee, United States) - Segment One: Ohio Famous Firsts - Segment Two: America’s Famous Firsts and Through the Eyes of the Inventor - Segment Three: Road Trip across America and its Iconic Libraries - Welcome to the United States - Grand Finale

Congress Programme
12:30 - 13:30

Session 071, IFLA Market - Current and future of media communications
Carol Luper, well-known Columbus, Ohio, retired news presenter and host of the weekly Sunday morning show Newsmakers, has interviewed numerous local and national celebrities during her career, including U.S. Presidents, Senators, the Governor of Ohio, prominent singers, actors, musicians, and journalists. During Carol’s 40 years in radio and television, she has seen many changes in the ways news media communicates with us and how we communicate with each other. Carol agreed to share some tips with us and her observations on the current and future of media communications. We hope that she will inspire attendees to think about the ways they communicate to the public and to other librarians around the world.

Business Meetings
12:30 - 13:30

Session 076, Caucus - Italian Speaking

Business Meetings
12:30 - 13:30

Session 077, Caucus - Dutch Speaking
Session 078, Copyright Matters! Libraries and National Copyright Reform Initiatives - Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM) (SI)

Copyright matters for libraries. It is copyright, or rather exceptions and limitations to the monopoly power it offers rights-holders, that allow libraries to lend, copy, preserve, and supply works for non-commercial purposes without having to seek approval, or make payment, every time. But librarians in every country work under different sets of exceptions – or may have no statutory exceptions at all! And the rapid advance of digital technologies raise new challenges for libraries in all countries. This session will offer an overview of recent and ongoing copyright reforms in various countries around the world, and how they are impacting on the work of libraries.

Chairs:
Eve Woodberry (Chair of CLM, Australia)

1. Framework/Introduction
   Eve Woodberry (Chair of CLM, Australia)

2. Limitations & Exceptions for Libraries: The WIPO Study
   Kenny Crews (Columbia University, United States)

3. The US Experience
   Nancy Weiss (Senior Advisor to the Chief Technology Officer for Innovation and IP, The White House, United States)

4. The Australian Experience
   Jessica Coates (Copyright Law and Policy Adviser, ALIA, Australia)

5. The Myanmar Experience
   Ma Mya Oo (National Library of Myanmar, Myanmar)

6. The Polish Experience
   Monika Mitera (National Library of Poland, Poland)

7. WIPO Regional Meetings
   Geidy Lung (Senior Counsellor, Copyright Law Division, WIPO, Switzerland)

8. Questions and Comments
   Eve Woodberry (Chair of CLM, Australia)

Session 079, Participatory Projects in Libraries: connecting collaborative communities - Library Theory and Research (SI)

Chairs:
Raphaëlle Bats (France)

1. Participatory Projects: Icelandic Libraries
   Andrea Wyman (Baron-Forness Library, United States)
   Paper in English
Wen-Yau Cathy Lin (Dept. of Information and Library Science, Tamkang University, Taiwan, Republic of China)
Ren-You Zhong (Dept. of Information and Library Science, Tamkang University, Taiwan, Republic of China)
[Paper in English](#)

3. Creating Space: The Impacts of Spatial Arrangements in Public Library Makerspaces
Shannon Crawford Barniskis (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, United States)
[Paper in English](#)

4. Participatory projects in public libraries – a tool for visibility and social betterment in local community
Dijana Sabolović-Krajina (Public library "Fran Galović" in Koprivnica, Croatia)
[Paper in English](#)

Congress Programme
13:45 - 15:45
C112-115

Session 080, Academic, metropolitan and school libraries: cooperation and sharing - Metropolitan Libraries with Academic and Research Libraries and School Libraries

Chairs:
Corrado Di Tillio (Italy)

1. We Want Them All! Bremen Public Library Reaching out for new users in schools and university
Barbara Lison (Stadtbibliothek Bremen, Germany)
[Paper in English](#)

2. UQL Cyberschool - collaborating with schools to connect their students with university library services and resources: a case study
Diane Nibbs (UQL Cyberschool, The University of Queensland Library, Australia)
Nicole Slinger (UQL Cyberschool, The University of Queensland Library, Australia)
Heather Todd (The University of Queensland, Australia)
[Paper in English](#)

3. Bringing Science to the Children: Cooperation between Academic and Public Libraries
Tracey A. Overbey (The Ohio State University - University Libraries, United States)
Daniel S. Dotson (The Ohio State University - University Libraries, United States)
Molly Meyers-LaBadie (Worthington Libraries, United States)
[Paper in English](#)

Malivan Praditteera (Rangsit University Library, Thailand)
[Paper in English](#)

5. Cooperation and best practice sharing between academic and school library systems. The case of "Carol I" Central University Library Bucharest
Mireille Rădoi ("Carol I" Central University Library, Romania)
[Paper in English](#)
6. All for one, and one for all: Zagreb City Librarians connect librarians
Alka Stropnik (Zagreb City Libraries, Croatia)

Paper in English

Session 081, Library Services taking action for the UN 2030 Agenda - Division III Programme

Chairs:
Viviana Quiñones (Chair Division III, Bibliothèque nationale de France/ Centre national de la littérature pour la jeunesse–La Joie par les livres, France)

1. "Reaching the Rest of Us: Public Spectrum for Public Access" - Libraries lead in providing public access via TV WhiteSpace to help bring billions of new users into global digital conversation
Don Means (Gigabit Libraries Network, United States)

Paper in English

2. Améliorer l'accès aux données des bibliothèques sur le web : l'exemple de data.bnf.fr
Emmanuelle Bermès (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)
Vincent Boulet (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)
Céline Leclaire (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)

Paper in French

3. Literacy Matters: Supporting Access and Development through Literacy and Reading Initiatives in Libraries
Annie Everall (Authors Aloud UK, United Kingdom)

Paper in English

4. On the front line: Libraries contribution to a sustainable future supporting people experiencing homelessness
Sanja Bunić (Zagreb City Libraries, Croatia)

Paper in English

5. Library services for immigrants and refugees: actions and principles from a global perspective
Jack Hang-tat Leong (Richard Charles Lee Canada-Hong Kong Library, University of Toronto, Canada)

Paper in English

6. Reading Express; service for newcomers and refugees
Ingrid Bon (Rijnbrink, Netherlands)
Karien van Buuren (Rijnbrink, Netherlands)

Paper in English
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Congress Programme
13:45 - 15:45

Session 082, OCLC Industry Symposium
Plan to attend this annual symposium to learn about initiatives, trends and research that will impact the world's libraries.

Session 083, Preparing for disasters - methods and case studies for the safeguarding of documentary cultural heritage - Preservation and Conservation (PAC) Strategic Programme

Chairs:
Raissa Teodori (Chair Division I, Senate Library Senato della Repubblica Italiana, Italy)

1. Relocation of Iconographic Collections as a disaster response to water activity in 17th century palace
   Bogdan Filip Zerek (National Library of Poland, Poland)
   Paper in English

2. Knowledge for Disaster planning: lowering the risk, lowering the stress
   Jeanne Drewes (Library of Congress, United States)
   Paper in English

3. Risk management strategies in cultural heritage institutions in South-West Nigeria
   Adefunke Sarah Ebijuwa (Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Nigeria)
   Adetoun Adebisi Oyelude (Kenneth Dike Library, University of Ibadan, Nigeria)
   Paper in English

4. Disasters at any scale: The MetaArchive Cooperative’s community based approach to risk mitigation and disaster preparation in the 21st century
   Sam Meister (Educopia Institute, United States)
   Paper in English

Business Meetings
13:45 - 15:45

Session 084, SC I - Africa

Business Meetings
13:45 - 15:45

Session 085, SC I - Asia and Oceania
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Business Meetings
13:45 - 15:45  C225

Session 086, SC I - Latin America and the Caribbean

Business Meetings
14:00 - 16:00  Eisenman

Session 087, IFLA Strategic Partners' Meeting (Business Meeting by invitation only)

Special Sessions
16:00 - 18:00  Exhibition Hall

Session 088, Exhibition Opening Party

Special Sessions
19:00 - 21:00  Offsite 1

Session 089, IFLA Officers Reception (By invitation only)
Scientific Programme

Monday, 15 August 2016

Congress Programme
09:00 - 16:30

Session 090, Here Today, Gone Tomorrow: The Current State of Born Digital News - Information Technology Section joint with Preservation and Conservation Section and News Media Section

Location: Ohio History Connection (Formerly the Ohio Historical Society) 800 E. 17th Ave, Columbus, Ohio How to get there: Round trip bus service to the offsite session from the Greater Columbus Convention Center Second Level Connector at 8:00, 8:25, and 8:50. Return trip times to be announced. Cost for the bus is $5 per round trip ticket (cash only). Tickets can be purchased at the IFLA Headquarters Secretariat, Room C 121 at Level 1 in the Convention Center and at the bus. Meeting point for bus departure to: Ohio History Connect / Ohio Historical Society GCCC, Second Level Connector (connector between North Building and South Building) Times: 08:00, 08:25 and 08:50 Registration: To reserve your place is recommended, please register at: http://goo.gl/forms/477IRF6VlR. (Places are limited to 280 participants.)

Chairs:
Niels Bønding (State and University Library, Denmark)
Evviva Weinraub Lajoie (Northwestern University Library, United States)
Frederick Zarndt (Chair Division II, Global Connexions, United States)
Alenka Kavčič-Čolić (Chair of Preservation and Conservation Section, Slovenia)

1. Opening Keynote
Patrick Fleming (The British Library, United Kingdom)

2. Installing a Digital Preservation Policy in The Library of Congress of Chile
María Angélica Fuentes Martínez (Library of Congress of Chile, Chile)

Alfred Chikomba (National Archives of Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe)
Felizarda Kutsakatika Mudzaki (National Archives of Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe)

4. Communicating Organizational Commitment to Long Term Sustainability through a Trusted Digital Repository Self Audit
Ana Krahmer (University of North Texas Libraries, United States)
Mark Phillips (University of North Texas, United States)

Paper in English

5. Here Today, Gone within a Month: The Fleeting Life of Digital News
Marc Wilson (TownNews.com, United States)
Katherine Skinner (Educopia Institute)
Frederick Zarndt (Chair Division II, Global Connexions, United States)

Paper in English

6. Breaking the Mold: How Digital News Production Changes the Preservation Paradigm
Bernard F. Reilly (Center for Research Libraries, United States)

Paper in English

7. Moving from the FTP E-Legal Deposit to the Web Archiving
Roberto Aguirre Bello (National Library of Chile, Chile)
8. New Formats, New Approaches. Born Digital News Collections
Elisa Villanueva (Koninklijke Bibliotheek / National Library of the Netherlands, Netherlands)
Jasper Faase (Koninklijke Bibliotheek / National Library of the Netherlands, Netherlands)
*Paper in English*

9. Archivage des médias sociaux
Aida Chebbi (Institut supérieur de documentation de Tunis (Université de la Manouba), Tunisia)
Ahmed Ksibi (Institut supérieur de documentation de Tunis (Université de la Manouba), Tunisia)

10. Preserving Digital Published News in Arabic at Time of Conflicts: Libyan and Syrian Conflicts as Examples
Saif Al-Jabri (Sultan Qaboos University, Oman)
Waleed Al-Badi (Parliament Library, Oman Council, Oman)
*Paper in Arabic*

11. Listening to the Little Green Men: The Media Landscape of Post-Annexation Crimea
Adrienne Seely (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, United States)

12. Magnetic Needles, Burning Haystacks: Approaches to Web-Archiving a Multiethnic Conflict Zone in Russia’s North Caucasus
Kit Condill (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, United States)

13. Keynote
Karen Estlund (Penn State University Libraries, United States)

14. Large-Scale digital preservation initiatives and collaborations as a strategy for addressing technology obsolescence in preservation of Africana digital news content
Michael Kasusse (Makerere University Library, Uganda)
Ifeoma Stella Njoku (The Library of Federal University of Technology Owerri, Nigeria)
Agyemang Badu Boateng (Berekum College of Education, Ghana)
Anitha Jackson Mwakyagi (College of Business Education, Tanzania, United Republic of)
*Paper in English*

15. News Media initiative to developing digital repository from public contribution: A case of SDPL Nepal
Prabin Babu Dhakal (Tribhuvan University, Nepal)
Kabita Paudyal (Tribhuvan University, Nepal)
*Paper in English*

16. Source Notes: developing a news storage and research system
Eric Johnson (Miami University, United States)
Greg Reese (Miami University, United States)
Andrew Offenburger (Miami University, United States)
*Paper in English*

Jeni Salamon (Ohio History Connection, United States)
*Paper in English*
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18. News Priorities: Building a Preservation Hierarchy into Metadata for News Resources
   Thomas D. Walker (Long Island University, United States)

19. Contracts Enabling Collaboration of The National Library of Finland with Media Houses in Electronic Deposit
   Pirjo Karppinen (The National Library of Finland, Finland)
   Minna Kaukonen (The National Library of Finland, Finland)
   Tuula Pääkkönen (The National Library of Finland, Finland)
   Maria Sorjonen (The National Library of Finland, Finland)
   Paper in English

20. Online News and Privacy: Are Online News Archives Affected by a Right to be Forgotten?
   Armin Talke (Berlin State Library - Prussian Cultural Heritage, Germany)
   Paper in English

Congress Programme
09:00 - 17:30

Session 091, Worth a Thousand Words: A Global Perspective on Image Description, Discovery, and Access - Rare books and Special collections with Art Libraries and Audiovisual and Multimedia

Location: The Billy Ireland Cartoon Library & Museum, 1813 N High St, Columbus, OH 43210

WELCOME AND OPENING PRESENTATION 09:00 - 10:00
   Lisa Carter (Special Collections and Area Studies, The Ohio State University Libraries, United States)
   Valerie Hotchkiss (University Librarian, Vanderbilt)

   1. Image Analysis and Description: Words, Insights and Disciplines
      Elke Köppen (Centro de Investigaciones Interdisciplinarias en Ciencias y Humanidades (UNAM), Mexico)

   MAKING ACCESS TO IMAGES POSSIBLE 10:00 - 12:00
   Chair:
   Hege Stenskud Høsøien (National Library of Norway, Norway)

   1. Bibliographic Description of Pictorial Material: an introduction to Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Graphics)
      Erin Blake (Collection Information Services, Folger Shakespeare Library, United States)

   2. Managing Image Metadata: Building Workflows for Effective Discovery
      Morag Boyd (Special Collections Description and Access, Ohio State University Libraries, United States)

      Emily Gore (Digital Public Library of America, United States)

   4. Expanding Access to Natural History Images: the Biodiversity Heritage Library and its Global Consortium
      Trish Rose-Sandler (Biodiversity Heritage Library, United States)
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LUNCHTIME CONVERSATION 12:00 - 13:30
With Cartoon Artist Jeff Smith and Jenny Robb, Curator of the Billy Ireland Cartoon Library & Museum

DISCOVERY TOOLS FOR IMAGES IN SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 13:30 - 15:30
Chairs:
Liselotte Winka (Konstfack/University College of Arts, Crafts and Design, Sweden)
David Farneth (Getty Research Institute, United States)

1. An Introduction to the International Image Interoperability Framework
Tom Crane (Digirati, United Kingdom)

2. Introducing PHAROS, an International Photo Archive Consortium
Inge Reist (Center for the History of Collecting, Frick Art Reference Library, United States)

3. These Silent Witnesses of My Affections: A Collaborative Recreation of Count Leopoldo Cicognara’s Library
Sandra Brooke (Marquand Library of Art and Archaeology, Princeton University, United States)
Kathleen Salomon (Getty Research Institute, United States)

4. Responsable Innovation, Bibliothèque national de France, "Bibliissima and IIIF"
Emmanuelle Bermès (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)
Matthieu Bonicel (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)

REFLECTIONS, FUTURE TRENDS AND DISCUSSION 15:30 - 16:30
Access, Discovery ... now what?
Piotr Adamczyk (Image Content and Museum Partnerships, ITHAKA, United States)

TOUR OF BILLY IRELAND CARTOON LIBRARY AND MUSEUM 16:30 - 17:30

Congress Programme
09:30 - 12:45  Hall E

Session 092, IFLA President’s Session - Answering the Call to Action: How Might We Respond to the Challenges Presented in the IFLA Trend Report (SI)

The world continues to experience a rapid pace of change since the launch of the IFLA Trend Report in 2013. The IFLA President’s Session will focus on how libraries have been responding to the continual changes in the information environment. The IFLA Trend report identified 5 high-level trends which have been discussed across the international library community over the past three years. Many in our community have answered the call to action. The session will see the publication of a new update report summarising these discussions and the community’s response to the Trend Report. To set the context, four high-level speakers will present keynote thoughts on how emerging trends since 2013 have continued to pose challenges and opportunities for the information sector, and how innovative actors are responding to those challenges with new services and approaches to information provision. Following the presentations, the IFLA President will moderate a discussion between the speakers and the audience that focuses on deeper examination of what’s new for librarians to consider. How will new trends affect us when designing services? What should we be prioritising when developing new policies to support access to information in our libraries? And what should we be ready to push back against, to defend the ideal of freedom of expression?

Chairs:
Donna Scheeder (IFLA President, United States)
Scientific Programme

Speakers:
Mark Surman (Executive Director, Mozilla Foundation, United States)
Fred Von Lohmann (Copyright Legal Director, Google, United States)
Jack Cushman (Library Innovation Lab Fellow, Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society, Harvard University, United States)
Maura Marx (Deputy Director, Library Services, Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS), United States)

Congress Programme
09:30 - 12:45
Union Station Ballrooms A/B/C

Session 093, Let’s make IT usable! Formats, systems and users - Cataloguing and Information Technology (SI)

Chairs:
Miriam Säfström (Sweden)

1. A comparative analysis of the distinct evolution of cataloging and information technology towards the creation of the next generation library system
Cynthia Romanowski (Governors State University, United States)
Paper in English Translations: [Español] [Français]

2. A Case Study of Metadata Creation in the University of North Texas Libraries’ Digital Collections
Hannah Tarver (University of North Texas, United States)
Oksana Zavalina (University of North Texas, United States)
Mark Phillips (University of North Texas, United States)
Daniel Alemneh (University of North Texas, United States)
Paper in English Translations: [Français]

3. Instructions, interfaces, and interoperable data: the RIMMF experience with RDA
Gordon Dunsire (Independent Consultant, Scotland, United Kingdom)
Deborah Fritz (TMQ, United States)
Richard Fritz (TMQ, United States)
Paper in English Translations: [Español] [Français]

4. DOREMUS: Connecting Sources, Enriching Catalogues and User Experience
Pierre Choffé (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)
Françoise Leresche (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)
Paper in French Translations: [English] [Español]

Rania Osman (Bibliotheca Alexandrina, Egypt)
Amr Farouk El Masry (Qatar National Library, Qatar)
Paper in English Translations: [Français]
Scientific Programme

Congress Programme
09:30 - 12:45

Session 094, Brave New World - the Future of Collections in Digital Times: Services without Content OR Content in Context? - Knowledge Management with Academic and Research Libraries

Chairs:
Steffen Wawra (University Library Passau, Germany)
Mary Augusta Thomas (Smithsonian Libraries, National Museum of Natural History, United States)

1. Collaboration at Scale: How the Digital Public Library of America Unites Collections and Maximizes Use
   Dan Cohen (Digital Public Library of America (DPLA), United States)

2. Digitization and Aggregation
   Mike Furlough (Hathi Trust, United States)

3. Cooperative Collection Development in a Digital Age
   Jeff Carroll (Columbia University, United States)

4. Open-Access-Publishing and Repositories
   Kathleen Shearer (Confederation of Open Access Repositories (COAR), Canada)

5. The Collection and Archiving of Born Digital Content
   James Neal (Columbia University, United States)

6. Contextualizing and Decontextualizing: Adding Value to Collections in Digital Ecosystems
   Klaus Ceynowa (Bavarian State Library, Germany)

Congress Programme
09:30 - 11:30

Session 095, ILL is dead! Longlive resource sharing! - Document Delivery and Resource Sharing

Chairs:
Pentti Vattulainen (Finland)

1. Looking for the Impact of Open Access on Interlibrary Loan
   Collette Mak (University of Notre Dame, United States)
   Tina Baich (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis, United States)
   Paper in English

2. Current status and tasks of the national interlibrary loan system Chaekbada
   Hye Jin Kim (National Library of Korea, Korea, Republic of)
   Paper in English

3. Trends in interlibrary lending: a longitudinal data analysis on article sharing in Italy
   Silvana Mangiaracina (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Italy)
   Elena Bernardini (Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy)
   Paper in English
**Scientific Programme**

Congress Programme
09:30 - 11:30

**Session 096, Access to information for sustainable communities - Asia and Oceania**

**Chairs:**
Jayshree Mamtora (Australia)

1. Working together: access to information and our power to cause change
   Loida Garcia-Febo (IFLA Governing Board Member, ALP Chair, United States/Puerto Rico)
   [Paper in English](#)

2. Female literacy and access to information in Asia – assessing maternal health impacts
   Margaret Zimmerman (University of South Carolina, United States)
   [Paper in English](#)

3. Impact of Domestic Information Management (DIM) on students’ achievement – action research in a Sri Lankan community
   Prasanna Ranaweera (University of Colombo, Sri Lanka)
   P.G. Pemadasa (National Institute of Library & Information Sciences (NILIS), University of Colombo, Sri Lanka)
   [Paper in English](#)

4. Archives connecting with the Community
   Paul Nielsen (Library Services, City of Albany, Australia)
   [Paper written by Opeta Alefaio (The National Archives of Fiji, Fiji) presented by Paul Nielsen (Library Services, City of Albany, Australia)](#)
   [Paper in English](#)

5. Public libraries and open government: a case study in Republic of Indonesia
   Irhamni Ali (National Library of Indonesia, Indonesia)
   [Paper in English](#)

Congress Programme
09:30 - 11:30

**Session 097, How do international relations add value? Innovation through internationalisation - National Organizations and International Relations Special Interest Group (SIG)**

This Special Interest Group aims to be a forum for those who work in the realm of international relations to develop tools and networks and to advocate for their work both within their own organisations and with the broader IFLA professional community. Come along to the session if you want to hear more or think you might be able to contribute to that work.
Session 097a, Bringing the 'Maker Movement' to Libraries and Beyond - Idea Foundry

Four phenomena have merged to empower innovators like never before. These are: free education (YouTube, MOOCs); open source design software (Inkscape; Sketchup); digital prototyping resources (3D printers, laser cutters); and crowdfunding (Kickstarter, Indiegogo). As long as someone has access to the internet, they can learn, design, prototype, and crowdfund nearly anything. Learn how this culture can spread to libraries, and beyond.

Speaker:
Alex Bandar (Founder and CEO of the Idea Foundry)

Session 097b, Redefining the LSP from the inside out - EBSCO

This presentation will discuss a new library and vendor collaboration that is working towards establishing a new model in library automation. The presenter will look at open source as the foundation of an open, and extensible platform built on flexibility and choice; one that allows for the ready deployment, development, and integration of applications - from multiple providers - in support of knowledge creation, data mining, research and learning objectives, and overall institutional needs.

Speakers:
Neil Block (Vice President of Discovery Innovation)


Chairs:
James Church

1. Detecting US Federal Documents to Expand Access
Mike Furlough (Hathi Trust, United States)
Valerie Glenn (HathiTrust, United States)
Paper in English

2. Access to UN Information in the Digital Era: Reengineering the UN Depository Libraries Programme
Sherri Aldis (Department of Public Information, United Nations, United States)
Ramona Kohrs (Dag Hammarskjöld Library, United States)
Paper in English

3. Repositioning the National Documentation and Information Retrieval Service in the digital Era and Improving Compliance to Statutory Legal Deposits Requirements
Faith Surtan (Kenya National Archives and Documentation Service, Kenya)
Paper in English
Scientific Programme

4. L’organisation d’un dépôt légal des publications électroniques belges par la Bibliothèque royale de Belgique (The Organization of an Electronic Legal Deposit by the Royal Library of Belgium)
Sophie Vandepontseele (Royal Library of Belgium, Belgium)
Paper in French

5. Going Viral: U.S. Government Information Online
Sonnet Ireland (St. Tammany Parish Library, United States)
Paper in English

Congress Programme
11:45 - 13:45

Session 100, Shedding Light on the Reverse Side of Acquisitions - Using Deselection to Build Stronger Collections - Acquisition and Collection Development

Chairs:
Franziska Wein (Germany)
Ann Okerson

1. Library collections as living organismus – how public libraries’ stock can stay relevant
Barbara Lison (Stadtbibliothek Bremen, Germany)
Paper in English

2. High-Yield, Low-Risk Deselection in an Academic Library
Meredith Giffin (Concordia University Libraries, Canada)
Paper in English

3. Libraries "break bricks" to build collections: Makerere University Book Bank deselection experience
Maria Nankya Mwebe (Makerere University, Uganda)
Ruth Nsibirano (Makerere University, Uganda)
Helen M. Byamugisha (Makerere University, Uganda)
Paper in English

4. Weeding by Committee: Involving Faculty in the Deselection Process
Michael DeMars (California State University, United States)
Ann Roll (California State University, United States)
Paper in English

5. Separating the wheat from the chaff: Intensive deselection to enable preservation and access
Coleen Hoelscher (Marian Library, United States)
Jillian Ewalt (Marian Library, University of Dayton, United States)
Paper in English
**Scientific Programme**

**Congress Programme**
11:45 - 12:45

**Session 098, Revised Guidelines Library Services for Children and Young adults: 21 Century challenge! - Section Libraries for Children and Young Adults**

**Chairs:**
Ingrid Bon (Rijnbrink, Netherlands)

1. Revision Proces
   Carolyn Rankin (Leedsbeckett academy, United Kingdom)

2. Recipes for Best Practices in Library Services for Children and Young Adults
   Ulla Potsönen (Joensuu Regional Library, Finland)

**Congress Programme**
12:00 - 14:00

**Exhibition Hall**

**Session 101, Poster Sessions**

In the Exhibition Hall you will find approximately 200 unique poster presentations. Together these form a kaleidoscopic and representative overview of library and information initiatives and projects—large and small—from around the world. Posters will be on display in the Exhibition Hall throughout the week and will be presented with authors present during two, two-hour sessions: from 12:00 to 14:00 on Monday and Tuesday—15 & 16 August. Presenters often provide handouts, printed materials, leaflets or pamphlets for distribution.

**Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab Session**
12:00 - 12:45

**Session 101a, Gale's new Program: The Archives of Human Sexuality and Identity - Gale**

Please join Jessica Bomarito, Publisher for Gale Primary Sources, for an Introduction to Gale’s new, groundbreaking program, the Archives of Human Sexuality and Identity. A three-par Program, Part I covers LGBTQ History and Culture since 1940, and covers the political, social, cultural, legal and health issues related to the Gay Rights movements in the U.S., Canada, the UK and from others countries throughout the globe. Ray will provide a brief overview of the large program, describe the content and sources in Part I of the collection, and then go into a live demonstration of the resource, ending with Q&A period.

**Speakers:**
Jessica Bomarito
Session 103, A sanctuary in times of need - the Public Library response - Public Libraries with Library Services to Multicultural Populations and Columbus Metropolitan Library

Location: Columbus Public Library, 96S Grant Avenue, Columbus. The venue is a short walk from the Congress.

Chairs:
Annie Dourlent (Public Libraries Section, France)
Adjoa Boateng (Library Services to Multicultural Populations Section, United Kingdom)

1. An overview of international examples about services to refugees and newcomers
Claudia Lux (Qatar National Library, Qatar)

2. A sanctuary in times of need - Refugees welcomed in libraries
Moderator:
Annie Dourlent (Public Libraries Section, France)

- Malmö libraries for refugees
Torbjörn Nilsson (Malmö City Libraries, Sweden)
Paper in English

- With open arms – The library service run by the Bücherhallen Hamburg for refugees
Anne Barckow (Hamburg Public Libraries, Germany)
Paper in English

Followings the presentations a discussion will be held with the 4 speakers.

Break

Library Services to Multicultural Populations Section

3. Here, there and everywhere: Disasters and public libraries
Mary-Grace Flaherty (UNC Schol of Information and Library Science, United States)
Paper in English

4. Workshop: a sanctuary in times of need - Response in time of disaster
Adjoa Boateng (Library Services to Multicultural Populations Section, United Kingdom)
Ricardo Ramirez (Reforma, United States)
David Lopez (Reforma, United States)

- Access, Opportunity and Connections: Leveraging the Powerful Brand of Public Libraries to support migrant, global populations - The Toronto Public Library’s Support for Syrian Refugees
Vickery Bowles (Toronto Public Libraries, Canada)
Elizabeth Glass (Toronto Public Library, Canada)
Elsa Ngan (Toronto Public Library, Canada)
Paper in English
Scientific Programme

- Finding rest in your mother language
  Nisrin Maktabi Barkouki (Oslo Multilingual Library - Deichmanske bibliotek, Norway)
  *Paper in English*

Workshops

Following the presentations, delegates will choose one of the three workshop topics they would like to further explore and discuss with the other delegates.

5. Wrap up
  Annie Dourlent (Public Libraries Section, France)
  Jack Hang-tat Leong (Richard Charles Lee Canada-Hong Kong Library, University of Toronto, Canada)

Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab Session
13:00 - 13:45

Session 102a, IFLA Presentation on Published Titles 2016 - IFLA/DeGruyter Publications

Take this opportunity to talk with the editors and the publisher. Five new publications from the IFLA Publications series will be presented by the Editors:

1. High quality design on a low budget
   Edited by: Dorothea Sommer, Janine Schmidt and Stefan Clevström

2. Knowledge Management in Libraries and Organizations
   Edited by: Leda Bultrini, Sally McCallum, Wilda Newman and Julien Sempéré

3. Indigenous Notions of Ownership and Libraries, Archives and Museums
   Edited by: Camille Callison, Loriene Roy and Gretchen Alice LeCheminant

4. Educating the Profession
   40 years of the IFLA Section on Education and Training Edited by: Michael Seadle, Clara M. Chu, Ulrike Stöckel and Breanne Crumpton

5. Space and Collections Earning their Keep
   Transformation, Technologies, Retooling Edited by: Joseph Hafner and Diane Koen

*Sponsor: IFLA/DeGruyter Publications*
Session 104, The Internet’s New Gatekeepers? Net Neutrality and Libraries - Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM) with Committee on Freedom of Access to Information and Freedom of Expression (FAIFE) (SI)

Net Neutrality is the term used to describe the principle by which all traffic – films, music, documents – is treated equally over an internet connection. It is threatened by actors who seek to give preference to one type of traffic over another, effectively restricting choice and determining which parts of the internet people will find easiest to use. Inevitably, the most powerful will be better placed to optimise the performance of their content. For libraries, whose mission is to give access to knowledge equitably, the idea that access should be controlled or made harder for reasons which have nothing to do with fundamental rights is a worrying one. This session will explain more about what net neutrality is, and what it means for librarians and library workers, as summed up in IFLA’s Statement on the topic.

Chairs:
Martyn Wade (Chair of IFLA FAIFE Committee, United Kingdom)

1. Introduction
Eve Woodberry (Chair of CLM, Australia)

2. Net Neutrality and Zero Rating: the societal context
Corynne McSherry (Electronic Frontier Foundation, United States)

Stephen Wyber (Policy and Research Officer, IFLA, Netherlands)

4. Equal Before the Internet: IFLA Statement Offers Firm Support for Net Neutrality
Amélie Vallotton (Globethics.net (FAIFE), Switzerland)

5. Implications of the IFLA Statement on Net Neutrality and Zero-Rating for Education and Practice
Tomas A. Lipinski (CLM Member, School of Information Studies, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, United States)

Session 105, What comes after the "Third Place"? Visionary libraries - spaces and users - Library Buildings and Equipment (SI)

Chairs:
Diane Koen (Canada)

1. Dokk1 – re-inventing space praxis
Marie Østergård (Dokk1, Aarhus Public Libraries, Denmark)

2. Libraries – an arena for debate that expands local democracy
Aslak Sira Myhre (Director General of National Library of Norway, Norway)

3. What comes after the “Third Place”? A thought leader panel discussion.
Craig Dykers (Snohetta, United States)
Janette Blackburn (Shepley Bullfinch, United States)
Marion Morgan-Bindon (Goldcoast Public Libraries, Australia)
Madeleine Lefebvre (Ryerson University, Canada)
Session 107, UNESCO Open Session - looking closer at the UNESCO PERSIST Project

The UNESCO Session will take a closer look at the progress of the UNESCO PERSIST Project. It will highlight the launch of the UNESCO PERSIST Selection Guidelines in March 2016 and will present the ongoing work of the policy and technology working groups.

Chairs:
Vincent Wintermans (UNESCO National Committee, Netherlands)

1. The UNESCO PERSIST Guidelines for the selection of digital heritage for long-term preservation
   Ingrid Parent (University of British Columbia, Canada)

2. A platform for heritage software, an organisation helping you to save your heritage, and update from the PERSIST Technology Working Group
   Meg Phillips (National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), United States)

3. Policies to support sustainable preservation, UNESCO and beyond, and update from the PERSIST Policy Working Group
   Marco de Niet (DEN Foundation - Digital Heritage Netherlands, Netherlands)

Session 108, Social web: it’s relevance for family, oral and local history - Genealogy and Local History with Asia and Oceania

This session will following a ‘lightning talk’ model where each speaker will only have 7 minutes to present the highlights of their papers; a moderated discussion will follow.

Chairs:
Sonia Pacheco

1. Discovery of Karamanlidika Cultural Artifacts via Social Media Tools: Towards a Digital Repository for Karamanli Memories
   Selenay Aytac (Long Island University, United States)
   Constantia Constantinou (Stony Brook University, United States)
   [Paper in English]

2. Promoting Genealogy and Local History Collections using Social media in Uganda
   Agnes Namaganda Kanzira (Makerere University, Uganda)
   Andrea Stultiens (Leiden University, Netherlands)
   Monica Naluwooza (Makerere University, Uganda)
   [Paper in English]

3. A city remembers
   Jan Richards (Central West Libraries, Australia)
   [Paper in English]

4. Documentando la Historia Política Legislativa Chilena: Ciudadanía involucrada con sus raíces a través de Internet
   Hector Orellana Flores (Library of the National Congress of Chile, Chile)
   [Paper in Spanish] Translations: [English]
Scientific Programme

5. Together We Listen: Generating Accessible Oral Histories of NYC through Community Participatory Projects
Kate Cordes (New York Public Library, United States)
Paper in English

6. Representing Local History through User Experience of Access Points
Ana Krahmer (University of North Texas Libraries, United States)
Paper in English

Gholamreza Amirkhani (Associated professor, National Library and Archives of Iran, Iran, Islamic Republic of)

8. Empowering the Pacific Island diaspora through participatory cultural heritage
Cecilia Salvatore (Dominican University, United States)

9. Genealogical Information Searches in Kawitan Culture on Balinese Hinduism Society: from Lontar (Palm-Leaf Manuscript) to Electronic Form
I Putu Ari Kurnia Budiasa (Airlangga University, Indonesia)
Endang Gunarti (Airlangga University, Indonesia)
Paper in English

Jeff Corrigan (University of Missouri, United States)
Paper in English

Congress Programme
13:45 - 15:45

Session 109, Guidelines for Continuing Professional Development: Principles and Best Practices (Workshop) - Continuing Professional Development and Workplace Learning

For a successful professional future, it is critical that there is a strong commitment to high quality CPD. The IFLA Section for Continuing Professional Development and Workplace Learning (CPDWL) has recently revised and updated the Guidelines for Continuing Professional Development: Principles and Best Practices. The Guidelines are available at www.ifla.org/publications/node/10532. This workshop will introduce you to the Guidelines and help you to utilise them in the context of professional learning: as an employer, as the officer of a professional association, as a training provider, or as an advocate for CPD quality in the library and information sector. If you can, please bring a mobile device with you to this highly interactive workshop!

Chairs:
Gillian Hallam (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Ewa Stenberg (Sweden)
Jana Varlejs (United States)
IFLA World Library and Information Congress
82nd IFLA General Conference and Assembly,
13-19 August 2016,
Columbus, Ohio, United States

Scientific Programme

Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab Session
14:00 - 14:45
Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab

Session 106a, Academic Library and Publisher Collaboration: Utilizing an Institutional Repository to Maximize the Visibility and Impact of Articles by University Authors - Elsevier

Authors include: Judith C. Russell, Dean of University Libraries, University of Florida Alicia Wise, Director of Universal Access, Elsevier Laura Spears, Assessment Librarian, University of Florida Chelsea Dinsmore, Director Digital Production Services, University of Florida Laurie N. Taylor, Digital Scholarship Librarian, University of Florida Robert V. Phillips, Information Technology, University of Florida

Speaker:
Laura Spears (Assessment Librarian at the George A. Smathers Libraries, University of Florida, United States)

Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab Session
15:00 - 15:45
Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab

Session 108a, Making technology work for you: help your library become a leader in the innovation space - PressReader

PressReader is the ultimate library solution with 5,000+ newspapers and magazines, from 100+ countries, in 60+ countries. In this presentation, we’ll take a fresh look at how patrons interact with global news and information, and show you how you can start engaging your community in a whole new way.

Speaker:
James Fairbotham

Congress Programme
16:00 - 18:00
Hall E

Session 110, Animal Agriculture Information Systems and Services: An International Perspective - Agricultural Libraries Special Interest Group (SI)

Chairs:
Ajay Pratap Singh (India)

   Cajetan O. Onyeneke (Imo State University, Nigeria)
   Blessing Solomon-Uwakwe (Imo State University, Nigeria)
   Ngozi Azubogu (Imo State University, Nigeria)
   Paper in English

2. Information Needs for Livestock keepers of the Dlangubo village in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa: The role of extension officers and libraries
   Nomusa Zimu-Biyela (Human Sciences Research Council, South Africa)
   Paper in English
3. Challenges and Opportunities in providing for Animal Agricultural Information Services in Zimbabwe: The case of Poultry Farmers in Harare
Thembani Malapela (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Italy)
Collence Takaingenhamo Chisita (Harare Polytechnic School of Information Sciences, Zimbabwe)
Forbes Chinyemba (Harare Polytechnic School of Information Sciences, Zimbabwe)
[Paper in English]

4. Utilisation of ICT for improved Livestock traceability: A case for Botswana, a developing country perspective
Poloko Ntokwane (Botswana University of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Botswana)
Khumo Dibeela (Botswana University of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Botswana)
[Paper in English]

5. Planning a Multi-institution Wikipedia Edit-a-thon for Agriculture: Fulfilling the Land-grant mission while contributing to the World’s understanding of Agriculture
Ashley L. Downs (Mann Library, Cornell University, United States)
Sarah E. Kennedy (Evansdale Library, West Virginia University, United States)
Jeanne L. Pfander (University Libraries, University of Arizona, United States)
Kelly Doyle (Wise Library, West Virginia University, United States)
Julie Kelly (Magrath Library, University of Minnesota, United States)
[Paper in English]

6. The Italian origins of FAO and Paul Otlet
Roberto Guarasci (University of Calabria, Italy)
Maria Taverniti (Institute of Informatics and Telematics, National Research Council, Italy)
[Paper in English]

7. Making ICTs relevant to Rural Farmers in Uganda; A Case of Kamuli District
Winny Nekesa Akullo (Public Procurement and Disposal of Public Assets Authority, Uganda)
Onan Mulumba (Makerere University College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences, Uganda)
[Paper in English]
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Implementation of the UN 2030 Agenda at national level:

1. UN Agenda 2030: Answering the Call to Action in Ghana
   Helena Asamoah-Hassan (Kwame University of Science and Technology, Ghana)
   Victoria Okojie (Chair Division V, Librarians’ Registration Council of Nigeria (LRCN), Nigeria)

2. El derecho a la alimentación es un derecho humano universal. Los bibliotecarios colaborando en la implementación del SDG2 en Uruguay
   Alicia Ocaso (Asociación de Bibliotecólogos del Uruguay, Uruguay)

3. La Asociación Cubana de Bibliotecarios, la abogacía y la Agenda 2030 para el Desarrollo Sostenible de la ONU
   Margarita Bellas Vilariño (Asociación Cubana de Bibliotecarios (ASCUBI), Cuba)
   Miguel Viciedo Valdés (Asociación Cubana de Bibliotecarios (ASCUBI), Cuba)

4. Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals through the activities of the Sri Lanka Library Association
   Kumari S. Wickramasinghe (ASLLA, UN Information Centre / Sri Lanka Library Association, Sri Lanka)

ALP programmes and projects:

ALP’s 2015-16 Activities
   Loida Garcia-Febo (IFLA Governing Board Member, ALP Chair, United States/Puerto Rico)

How you can take action: ALP strategy and programmes
   Fiona Bradley (IFLA Manager Development Programme, Netherlands)

Outcomes of a selection of Building Strong Library Associations activities:

1. BSLA Peru: Toward regional libraries in Peru to promote territory with UN SDGs
   Lilian Maura
   Gustavo Von Bischoffshausen (Colégio de Bibliotecólogos del Peru, Peru)
   Ana María Talavera Ibarra (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Peru, Peru)
   Daniel Arroyo

2. The Library and Information Association in Qatar (LIA-Q): Roles, Challenges and Future Aspirations
   Samia Hassan Al-Shiba (Qatar National Library & Library and Information Association in Qatar, Qatar)

3. Pre-CONSAL Convening on ASEAN Integration: Cross Border Mobility of Librarians
   Elvira Lapuz (Philippine Librarians Association, Inc. (PLAI) & University Library, University of the Philippines Diliman, Philippines)

4. The experience with multilingual workshop, for Latin American and Caribbean region
   Sueli Mara Soares Pinto Ferreira (IFLA LAC Chair & Division V. Secretary, University of São Paulo, Brazil)
   Ana María Talavera Ibarra (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Peru, Peru)
Scientific Programme

Session 112, Library engagement and Wikipedia

In this session we will explore the ongoing fruitful cooperation between libraries and Wikipedia. We will highlight some best practices and case studies around different library types engaging with Wikipedia. We hope to encourage a wider uptake of Wikipedia across the library world by showing the added value gained from previous cooperation between libraries and Wikipedia. We invite you all to join us for a stimulating and inspiring session.

Chairs:
Alex Stinson (Wikimedia Foundation/Wikipedia Library, United States)
Jake Orlowitz (Wikimedia Foundation/Wikipedia Library, United States)

1. Opening and introduction to the subject
   Alex Stinson (Wikimedia Foundation/Wikipedia Library, United States)
   Jake Orlowitz (Wikimedia Foundation/Wikipedia Library, United States)

2. Wikipedia and public libraries
   Alex Stinson (Wikimedia Foundation/Wikipedia Library, United States)
   Discussion Paper (Public Draft)

3. Wikipedia and research libraries
   Vicki McDonald (State Library of New South Wales, Australia)
   Discussion Paper (Public Draft)

4. Open discussion moderated by the Wikipedia Library team

Session 113, Improving the discoverability of AV and Multimedia by transforming raw data into linked open data - Audiovisual and Multimedia Section

Chairs:
Deborah Benrubu (University of San Francisco, United States)

1. Resetting the Web’s Information Landscape: Growing Library Asset Visibility with Linked Data
   Eric Miller (Zepheira, United States)

2. The horizon of information services at Makerere University: Multimedia and audiovisual at a pivotal zone
   Onan Mulumba (Makerere University College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences, Uganda)
   Alison Annet Kinengyere (Makerere University College of Health Sciences, Uganda)
   Winny Nekesa Akullo (Uganda Public Procurement and Disposal of Public Assets Authority, Uganda)

3. SKOSification of Trilingual Cultural Thesaurus of National Library of Iran (NLI): A step in line with NLI’s linked data strategy
   Saeedeh Akbari-Daryan (National Library and Archives of Iran, Iran, Islamic Republic of)

4. Can Linked Data Solve for Gender?: Envisioning Scenarios of Gender Inclusivity in Moving Image Archives
   Travis Wagner (University of South Carolina, School of Library and Information Sciences, United States)
Scientific Programme

5. Implementation of a registers’ conversion model Marc to Bibframe model in collections at BCN
Ángela Quiroz (Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional de Chile, Chile)

[Paper written by Marcelo Lorca (Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional de Chile)
presented by Ángela Quiroz.]

Congress Programme
16:00 - 18:00 C213-215

Session 114, The Role of Stakeholders in the New Serials World - Serials and Other Continuing Resources

Chairs:
Sharon Dyas-Correia (Canada)
Meg Mering (United States)

Anjana H. Bhatt (Florida Gulf Coast University, United States)

2. Questionable Practices in Scholarly Publishing: the Stance of the ISSN Network
Gaëlle Béquet (ISSN International Centre, France)

Paper in English

3. Revising the ISSN: involving stakeholders to adapt a bibliographic standard to its ever-changing environment
Clément Oury (ISSN International Centre, France)

4. Managing the Transitional Impact of Open Access Journals
Gayle R.Y.C. Chan (University of Hong Kong, Libraries, Hong Kong)
Allan C.S. Cheung (Department of Chemistry, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong)

5. Institutional Repositories in University Libraries of Pakistan: Current Status and Role of Stakeholders
Muhammad Rafiq (University of the Punjab, Pakistan)

6. Stockholm University Press – for researchers, by researchers – but what does the library publisher add?
Sofie Wennström (Stockholm University Library, Sweden)
Birgitta Hellmark Lindgren (Stockholm University Library, Sweden)
Session 115, The role of National Libraries in contributing towards the achievement of sustainable development goals - National Information and Library Policy Special Interest Group (SIG)

The achievement of the sustainable development goals challenges national libraries globally to connect with the communities they serve and foster collaboration between them to address issues such as: Poverty alleviation * Good health and well-being * Quality education * Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure * Clean water and sanitation * Decent work and economic growth. Presenters will show how aligning their national libraries' programmes and service offerings to the United Nations' sustainable development goals they can support the advancement of communities, especially rural communities.

Chairs:
Rocky Ralebipi-Simela (Convenor, NILP SIG, National Library of South Africa, South Africa)

1. Sustainability is possible: The National Institution- University Library (NIUL) in Bitola as a leader of societal development
   Lili Boshveska (National Institution - University Library "Sv. Kliment Ohridski", Macedonia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of)
   Paper in English

2. The contribution of the National Library of South Africa (NLSA) towards the achievement of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
   Maisela Eddy Maepa (National Library of South Africa, South Africa)
   Khomotso Marumo (National Library of South Africa, South Africa)
   Paper in English

3. Libraries Leading the Changes and Development of Our life: Focused on the National Library Policy and Practice by the 2nd Comprehensive Library Development Plan
   Sook Won Shin (Presidential Committee on Library and Information Policy of Korea, Korea, Republic of)
   Paper in English

4. The role of national libraries in contributing towards the sustainable development goal of gender equality
   Mathilde Gaffet (Enssib, France)
   Camille Espy (Enssib, France)
   Paper in English
Scientific Programme

Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab Session
16:00 - 16:45

**Session 115a, ALA Preservation Week Presents: Utilizing Cradles in Reading Rooms and Exhibits, a Hands-On Exploration - American Library Association**

Proper use of book cradles in reading rooms and exhibits can extend the life of your materials. Explore different cradle designs and the materials used to in their construction. Ashley Jones, Preservation Librarian at Miami University and Miriam Nelson, Head of Preservation at Ohio University will be on hand to offer tips for purchasing or constructing cost-effective cradles with the needs of particular books structures in mind. Sponsored by ALA Preservation Week.

Speakers:
Ashley Jones
Miriam Nelson
Scientific Programme

Tuesday, 16 August 2016

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30 C216

Session 135a, SC II - Asia and Oceania

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30 C223

Session 119a, Preservation and Conservation SC II

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30 C224

Session 117, SC II - Libraries for Children and Young Adults

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30 C225

Session 118, SC II - Law Libraries

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30 C226

Session 119, SC II - Metropolitan Libraries
Scientific Programme

Congress Programme
08:30 - 09:15 Hall E

Session 121, Plenary Session (SI)

The Other Wes Moore: One Name, Two Fates

New York Times best-selling author and youth advocate Wes Moore knows that being a leader, both in your personal life and in the business world, comes down to one thing: personal responsibility. Drawing on his experiences as a leader in the public and private sectors and in the military, Moore explains that embracing your own personal responsibility – and holding yourself accountable for your choices – is a quality that makes great "transformational leaders": leaders who create a vision, then inspire and empower those around them to execute that vision.

Congress Programme
08:30 - 18:00 Offsite 1

Session 120, Conference of Directors of National Libraries (CDNL)

Congress Programme
09:30 - 12:45 Hall E

Session 122, Who's in control? Privacy, the Internet and libraries - Committee on Freedom of Access to Information and Freedom of Expression (FAIFE) (SI)

Day by day issues of privacy and the internet are becoming more challenging for librarians as digital services in libraries continue to grow. This session focuses on a number of case studies concerning privacy, libraries and the internet, both those where we can influence the issues and those which have an impact but which are beyond our control. The case studies are followed by a panel discussion on the issues raised during the session, particularly focusing on questions from the audience.

1. Welcome and introduction
   Martyn Wade (Chair of IFLA FAIFE Committee, United Kingdom)

2. Opening speech: Hacking, Tracking and Other Threats to Internet Privacy
   David Greene (Electronic Frontier Foundation, United States)
Scientific Programme

3. Spies, Damn Spies, and Encryption
James LaRue (Office for Intellectual Freedom, American Library Association, United States)

4. An Update from the RTBF Front Lines
Fred Von Lohmann (Copyright Legal Director, Google, United States)

5. Practical privacy in your library: lessons from the Library Freedom Project
Alison Macrina (Library Freedom Project, United States)

6. Purging user data to protect privacy: a small library’s outsized impact
Polly Thistlethwaite (CUNY Graduate Center, United States)

7. Rights to privacy and freedom of expression in public libraries: squaring the circle
David McMenemy (University of Strathclyde, United Kingdom)

8. Panel with short introduction on IFLA statement
Moderator: Martyn Wade (Chair of IFLA FAIFE Committee)

Session 123, Limitations and exceptions for libraries in the copyright legislation of the Latin America and the Caribbean countries: a call for action - Latin America and the Caribbean (SI)

KEYNOTE SPEAKER SESSION:
Chair:
Sueli Mara Soares Pinto Ferreira (IFLA LAC Chair & Division V. Secretary, University of São Paulo, Brazil)

1. Libraries as tools for development, access to education and social inclusion - worldwide and in the LAC region / Las bibliotecas como herramientas para el desarrollo, acceso a la educación y la inclusión social - en todo el mundo y en la región de LAC
Glòria Pérez-Salmeron (IFLA President-Elect, Spain)

2. Alfabetización infomediática para un acceso real a la información.
Maria Carme Torras i Calvo (Chair, IFLA Professional Committee, Universitetsbiblioteket i Bergen, Norway)

APPROVED PAPERS SESSION:
Chair:
Stuart Hamilton (IFLA Deputy Secretary General / Director, Policy & Advocacy)

1. Argentina: Situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho del autor
Ana María Sanilorente (Subcomisión de Propiedad Intelectual, Acceso a la Información y Libertad de Expresión, Asociación de Bibliotecarios Graduados de la República Argentina (ABGRA), Argentina)
Lucía Pelaya (Subcomisión de Propiedad Intelectual, Acceso a la Información y Libertad de Expresión, Asociación de Bibliotecarios Graduados de la República Argentina (ABGRA), Argentina)

Paper in Spanish
2. Brasil: Situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho del autor
Cristiana de O. Gonzalez (Federación Brasileña de Asociaciones de Bibliotecarios, Científicos de la Información y las instituciones (FEBAB), Brazil)
Adriana Cybele Ferrari (Federación Brasileña de Asociaciones de Bibliotecarios, Científicos de la Información y las instituciones (FEBAB), Brazil)
[Paper in Spanish]

3. Chile: Situación de las unidades de información en relación con el derecho de autor
Josefina Reyes Muñoz (National Counsellor and Coordinator of Intellectual Property Commission, Colegio de Bibliotecarios de Chile AG, Chile)
Claudia Cuevas Saavedra (Collaborator of Intellectual Property Commission, Colegio de Bibliotecarios de Chile AG, Chile)
[Paper in Spanish]

4. Colombia: Situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho del autor
Marisol Goyeneche Reina (Colegio Colombiano de Bibliotecología, Colombia)
Johana Jaramillo (Línea Información científica y Acceso Abierto, Grupo de investigación en Ciencia de la Información, OpenConnection, Colombia)
David Ramírez-Ordóñez (Línea de libertad de acceso a la información y libertad de expresión, Fundación Conector, Colombia)
Leonardo Ramírez-Ordóñez (Línea de libertad de acceso a la información y libertad de expresión, Fundación Conector. Candidato a Magister en Archivística Histórica y Memoria, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Colombia)
[Paper in Spanish]

5. Cuba: Situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho del autor
Miguel Viciedo Valdés (Asociación Cubana de Bibliotecarios (ASCUBI), Cuba)
Margarita Bellas Vilariño (Asociación Cubana de Bibliotecarios (ASCUBI), Cuba)
[Paper in Spanish]

6. Ecuador: Situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho del autor
Javier Saravia (Biblioteca Central. Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, Ecuador)
Eduardo Puente (Biblioteca FLACSO, Ecuador)
Ricardo Ortiz (Biblioteca FLACSO, Ecuador)
[Paper in Spanish]

7. El Salvador: situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho de autor
Franklin Flores (Oficina Técnica del Consorcio de Bibliotecas Universitarias de El Salvador, Asociación de Bibliotecarios de El Salvador (ABES), El Salvador)
Sonia Amaya (Sistema Bibliotecario, Universidad Francisco Gavidia, Asociación de Bibliotecarios de El Salvador (ABES), El Salvador)
Jonathan Ernesto Mejia Pleitez (Asociación de Bibliotecarios de El Salvador, El Salvador)
[Paper in Spanish]

8. Guatemala: Situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho de autor.
Heidi Elizabeth Molina Arana (Fac. de Odontología, USAC, Guatemala)
Valentina Santa Cruz Molina (INCAP, Guatemala)
Gladys Haydee Rizo (Esc. Ciencias Psicológicas USAC, Guatemala)
Jorge Arturo Estrada (ABG, Guatemala)
[Paper in Spanish]
9. Haiti: Etat des Bibliothèques en ce qui concerne le droit d'auteur
Luc Steve Honore (Association des Bibliothécaires Documentalistes et Archivistes d'Haití, Haití)
Nicodème Astril (Association des Bibliothécaires Documentalistes et Archivistes d'Haití, Haití)
Jimmy Borgella (Association des Bibliothécaires Documentalistes et Archivistes d'Haití, Haití)
*Paper in French*

10. Jamaica: State of the libraries regarding copyright
Jollette Russell (GC Foster College of Physical Education and Sport Library, Jamaica)
Rosemare Heath (University of the West Indies, Jamaica)
Ruth Baker-Gardner (University of the West Indies, Jamaica)
Tricia Lawrence (Records and Information Department, Heineken Jamaica, Jamaica)
Winsome Hudson (The National Library of Jamaica, Jamaica)
*Paper in English*

11. México: Situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho del autor
Saul Armendariz Sánchez (Asociación Mexicana de Bibliotecarios, A.C. (AMBAC), Mexico)
Minerva Castro (Asociación Mexicana de Bibliotecarios, A.C. (AMBAC), Mexico)
Ricardo Castro (Asociación Mexicana de Bibliotecarios, A.C. (AMBAC), Mexico)
Héctor Cid (Asociación Mexicana de Bibliotecarios, A.C. (AMBAC), Mexico)
*Paper in Spanish*

12. Nicaragua: Situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho de autor.
Gustavo Alfonso Cruz Méndez (Universidad Nacional Agraria, Nicaragua)
Markgee García (Biblioteca Pública Alemana Nicaragüense, Nicaragua)
Darling del Carmen Vallecillo (Nicaragua)
Migdonio Jose Laguna (Nicaragua)
Patricia Carolina Juárez (Universidad Politécnica de Nicaragua, Nicaragua)
Iveth Tückler (Universidad Politécnica de Nicaragua, Nicaragua)
*Paper in Spanish*

13. Panamá: Situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho del autor
Micdonia Quiróz (Asociación Panameña de Bibliotecarios, Panama)
Damaris Tejedor (Universidad de Panamá, Panama)
Roxana Alemán (Asociación Panameña de Bibliotecarios, Panama)
Ricardo Jaen (Asociación de Egresados Ciegos de la Universidad de Panamá, Panama)
*Paper in Spanish*

14. Peru: Situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho del autor
Lilian Maura Tejeda (Colegio de Bibliotecólogos del Perú, Peru)
Ana María Talavera Ibarra (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Peru, Peru)
*Paper in Spanish*
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15. República Dominicana: Situación de las bibliotecas en relación con el derecho del autor
Dulce María Núñez De Taveras (Pontificia Universidad Católica Madre y Maestra (PUCMM), Dominican Republic)
Eloisa Marrero (Universidad Nacional Pedro Henríquez Ureña (UNPHU), Dominican Republic)
Víctor Belén (Universidad Católica Nordestana (UCNE), Dominican Republic)
Lucero Arboleda de Roa (Instituto Tecnológico de Santo Domingo (INTEC), Dominican Republic)

Paper in Spanish

16. Trinidad & Tobago: State of the libraries regarding copyright
Juliet Glenn-Callender (Library Association of Trinidad and Tobago/Information Networks Division, National Library and Information System Authority, Trinidad and Tobago)
Jennifer George (Library Association of Trinidad and Tobago/Information Networks Division, National Library and Information System Authority, Trinidad and Tobago)
Paula Greene (Library Association of Trinidad and Tobago/Information Networks Division, National Library and Information System Authority, Trinidad and Tobago)
Roslyn Guiseppi (Library Association of Trinidad and Tobago/Educational Libraries Services Division, National Library and Information System Authority, Trinidad and Tobago)
Arlene Alleyne-Regis (Library Association of Trinidad and Tobago/The University of the West Indies, Open Campus, Trinidad and Tobago)

Paper in English

17. Libraries in Latin America and the Caribbean facing problems caused by the lack of updating national copyright laws: a condensed view from several countries
Sueli Mara Soares Pinto Ferreira (IFLA Division V Secretary, Full Professor at University of São Paulo, Brazil)

Congress Programme
09:30 - 11:30

Session 125, Connecting Reference to the Wider Community
Reference and Information Services librarians are key players in communities' access to information - Reference and Information Services

1. Providing Informed Referrals for Immigrant Populations
Mark A. Jamison (New Americans Program, Queens Borough Public Library, United States)

Paper in English

2. Town-Gown Collaborations for Enhancing Student Research Skills
Kim Clarke (Bennett Jones Law Library, University of Calgary, Canada)
Jacquelyn DeGreeve (Burnet, Duckworth, Palmer LLP, Canada)

Paper in English

3. Inspiring Next Generation Entrepreneurs: Connecting Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs), Schools and Public Libraries through Information Services
Yee Fuang Lee (Public Library Services, National Library Board, Singapore)
Sharlene Goh (Public Library Services, National Library Board, Singapore)

Paper in English
Scientific Programme

4. Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional: Innovando en los Servicios de Referencias en el Marco de una nueva vinculación Ciudadana para Chile
Claudia Jara Baez (Departamento de Producción de Recursos de Información, Chile)
Gladys Muñoz Retamales (Departamento de Producción de Recursos de Información, Chile)
Paper in Spanish Translations: [English]

5. Changing Information needs of Online Collaborative Researchers: A Challenge for Reference Librarians
Omobolade Adeagbo (Hezekiah Oluwasanmi Library, Obafemi Awolowo University, Nigeria)
Martie van Deventer (Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), South Africa)
Bukky Asubiojo (Hezekiah Oluwasanmi Library, Obafemi Awolowo University, Nigeria)
Heila Pienaar (University of Pretoria, South Africa)
Paper in English

6. The Reference Interview in the Google Age
Evelyn L. Curry (Texas Woman's University, United States)
Paper in English

Congress Programme
09:30 - 12:45
C210-212

Session 124, All about E-learning towards: Connection. Collaboration. Community. - Education and Training Section joint with Continuing Professional Development and Workplace Learning Section and Information Technology Section

Chairs:
Suzanne Samir (Egypt)
Sandra Hirsh (United States)

1. Sustainable LIS Pedagogical Skills with Virtual Learning Environment (VLE): Collaborative Career Development Platforms, Communities and Practices
Saima Qutab (University of Dammam, Saudi Arabia)
Farasat Shafi Ullah (University of Dammam, Director Central Library, Saudi Arabia)
Muhammad Safdar (National University of Sciences and Technology (NUST), Pakistan)
Asad Khan (University of Peshawar, Department of Library & Information Science, Pakistan)
Paper in English

2. Taming a wicked problem: Meeting academic standards, institutional goals, and professional expectations in online courses
Sheila Corrall (University of Pittsburgh, School of Information Sciences, United States)
Paper in English
Scientific Programme

3. The improvement of an e-learning system for library classification based on the analysis of incorrect answers given by students
Takashi Harada (Center for Licence and Qualifications, Doshisha University, Japan)
Sachiko Nakajima (Doshisha University, Japan)
Sho Sato (Center for Licence and Qualifications, Doshisha University, Japan)
Marimi Yano (Center for Licence and Qualifications, Doshisha University, Japan)
[Paper in English]

4. MOOCs as means of continuing professional development for LIS educators in India
Sarika Sawant (SHPT School of Library Science, SNDT Women’s University, India)
[Paper in English]

5. Stepping Into E-Learning: An Area And International Studies Librarianship Course Goes Online At Indiana University
Wookjin Cheun (Indiana University, United States)
Marion Frank-Wilson (Indiana University, United States)
Luís González (Indiana University, United States)
Akram Khābībūllaev (Indiana University, United States)
Wen-ling Liu (Indiana University, United States)
Karen Stoll Farrell (Indiana University, United States)
[Paper in English]

6. Online Training Platform for Library Professionals: ANKOS Academy
Ertugrul Cimen (MEF University Library, Turkey)
Sonmez Celik (Dogus University, Turkey)
Gonul Kafali (IZTECH, Turkey)
Ustun Berk Sezgin (Ankara University, Turkey)
Bahar Erkan Turgut (METU, Turkey)
Hakan Yanaz (Özyeğin University, Turkey)
[Paper in English]

7. A Paradigm Competences and Library Services For E-Learning: A Proposal for Librarians in Developing Countries
Chinwe Veronica Anunobi (Federal University of Technology, Nigeria)
Nkeiru Amauche Emezie (Federal University of Technology, Nigeria)
[Paper in English]

8. From Books to Moocs: The Integration of Open Educational Resources to Library Services In American Spaces in East Asia and Pacific Region
Randolf Mariano (Public Affairs Section of the U.S. Embassy in Manila, Philippines)
[Paper in English]

Session 126, IFLA Highlights Session

Catch up with the past and get involved in the future! Join us for this snapshot of IFLA. Catch up with some of the most important work and successes for IFLA in the last year. Then learn more about the year ahead and key initiatives to benefit libraries and associations.

Chairs:
Donna Scheeder (IFLA President, United States)
Session 127, Officers Capacity Building: skills for the future, sharing good practice

IFLA’s Section Officers work with their Standing Committees to develop Action Plans, communicate the results of their activities, and run successful meetings. IFLA’s Professional Units contain many examples of good practice. Some of these examples will be shared for discussion about what makes an effective and dynamic IFLA Section or Special Interest Group. Participants will be asked to share their own experiences with their colleagues and help identify ways to support the incoming Officers in 2017. There should also be time to ask questions about Professional Unit procedures for the coming year. Officers, Information Coordinators and SIG Conveners with very specific questions are invited to make an appointment with a member of the Professional Committee or HQ Staff as appropriate through the “Clinic”. The Officers’ network will receive information about the Clinic before the Congress. The session is specifically for Officers (Chairs and Secretaries of IFLA Sections), IFLA Information Coordinators and Special Interest Group Conveners though observers are welcome to attend, especially anyone interested in participating more fully in the committees of IFLA’s Professional Units. The session will be repeated on Wednesday (session 169) for those who can’t attend today.

Chairs:
Joanne Yeomans (Professional Support Officer, IFLA, Netherlands)
Scientific Programme

Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab Session
10:00 - 10:45

Session 125a, RDA Toolkit, Today and Tomorrow - RDA Toolkit

This session will provide a tour of RDA Toolkit, covering the variety of content and features on the site, and also provide a sneak preview of the changes coming with the redesign of RDA Toolkit scheduled for 2017/18.

Speaker:
James Hennelly (Director, RDA Toolkit)

Congress Programme
10:30 - 11:30

Session 126a, How to Get Published Briefing

The aim of this session is to provide guidance on being published in academic and professional journals, including IFLA Journal and other IFLA related publications. Topics include: •Choosing a journal •The editorial and peer review process •IFLA Journal scope and content •Publishing with IFLA •Author support

Speakers:
Jerry Mansfield (Congressional Research Service Library of Congress, United States)
Caroline Lock (SAGE Publishing, United Kingdom)
Steven Witt (University of Illinois, United States)

Congress Programme
10:30 - 13:00

Session 131b, Preparing Library Services 3.0 for Children and Young Adults - Libraries for Children and Young Adults in collaboration with Columbus Metropolitan library

Registration: There is no registration fee but registration is required. Please register at IFLA Headquarters Secretariat, Room C 121 at Level 1 in the Convention Center (Registration will close 15th August, Monday at 17.00) Location: Columbus Metropolitan Library, Main Library auditorium 96 S. Grant Avenue, Columbus, OH 43215, USA (20 minute walk from Congress centre)

1. Libraries for Children and Young Adults Section; what do we do and how to join?
   Ingrid Bon (Rijnbrink, Netherlands)
2. Harry Potter week
   Søren Dahl Mortensen (Odense Central Library, Denmark)
3. Sister Libraries
   Maria Alexiusson (Gislaveds bibliotek, Sweden)
4. Ready to Read and Reading Buddies
   Kathy Shahbodaghi (Columbus Metropolitan Library (CML), United States)
5. Library Tour - Focus on children’s department
Scientific Programme

Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab Session
11:00 - 11:45

Session 132a, LIBSAFE: digital preservation software: start preserving in days, not weeks

LIBNOVA is a leader in digital preservation. Our OAIS-aligned long term digital preservation archiving software, LIBSAFE, is a cost-effective, agile and powerful solution for the preservation of digital repositories and special collections of the academic, research and cultural heritage institutions. National and State Libraries and Archives of various countries, as well as many Universities already use LIBSAFE, while we expand into other sectors (oil exploration, pharmaceuticals, etc.)

Speaker:
Antonio Guillermo Martinez (LIBNOVA CEO)

Business Meetings
11:30 - 13:00

Session 132, SC II - Knowledge Management

Business Meetings
11:30 - 13:00

Session 133, SC II - Management and Marketing

Business Meetings
11:30 - 13:00

Session 134, SC II - School Libraries

Business Meetings
11:30 - 13:00

Session 135, SC II - Cataloguing

Congress Programme
11:45 - 13:45

Session 136, User Experience (UX) and Social Science Libraries in the Digital Age - Social Science Libraries with Asia and Oceania

Chairs:
Kayo Denda

1. Not a Knee-jerk Reaction: Openness - a UX Imperative
   Reggie Raju (University of Cape Town, South Africa)
   
   Paper in English
2. Interviews, Focus Groups, and Social Media: Lessons from Collaborative Library Ethnographies in America and Kazakhstan
Celia Emmelhainz (University of California Berkeley, United States)

3. Electronic Information Access of Visually Impaired Undergraduates - Avenues provided by the Sri Lankan University Libraries
Wilfred Jeyatheese Jeyaraj (Eastern University, Sri Lanka)
Weerasooriya Arachchillage Weerasooriya (University of Kelaniya, Sri Lanka)

4. Altmetrics in Social Sciences and Humanities: Possibilities, Challenges, and Experiences
Johanna Lahikainen (University of Helsinki, Finland)

5. (Re)Connecting (with) the Research and Teaching Needs of Social Sciences Faculty through Collections
Annette Marines (University of California Santa Cruz, United States)
Kerry Scott (University of California Santa Cruz, United States)

Congress Programme
11:45 - 13:45

Session 137, Skills and Knowledge for Citizens in an Open Data and Technology Environments - Information Technology

Chairs:
May Chang
Maria Kadesjö

1. The value and challenges of providing and accessing Government open data in developing countries: A Kenyan context from a citizen’s perspective
Mary Ngure (Aga Khan University, New Caledonia)
Soderlund Ochungo (Aga Khan University, Kenya)

2. Libraries Using QR Codes to access voter register and support the Electoral process in Uganda
Michael Kasusse (Makerere University Library, Uganda)
Marlene Holmner (School of Information Technology, University of Pretoria, South Africa)

3. Open Knowledge Diffusion Tools: FOSS, OER, OT, MOOC and the Role of the Library in Mitigating the Social Inertia of Constrained Learning Environments
Trevor Watkins (Kent State University, United States)
Feng-Ru Sheu (University Libraries, Kent State University, United States)

4. Strategic Technology strengthens the Capacity of Libraries to serve their Communities
Marshall Breeding (Library Technology Guides, United States)
Scientific Programme

Congress Programme
11:45 - 13:45

Session 138, Meeting the needs of parliamentary clients: a knowledge sharing session. - Library and Research Services for Parliaments

Six short, engaging presentations (6 min), followed by interactive discussion with the audience.

Chairs:
Karin Finer (European Parliamentary Research Service, Belgium)

1. The Interactive Chamber Seating Plan – a familiar tool used in a new way
   Susan Swift (Legislative Assembly of Ontario, Canada)

2. Impact of introduction of Information & Communication Technologies in the parliament of Uganda - iPad tablets for MPs
   Julius Wabwire (Uganda Parliament, Uganda)

3. Topics of parliamentary business: a new Open Data Documentation Platform on the website of the Italian Chamber of Deputies
   Paola Mandillo (Servizio Assemblea Camera dei deputati, Italy)

4. Improving communication with video: presenting European Parliamentary Research Service publications
   Joseph Dunne (European Parliamentary Research Service, Belgium)

5. Model for networking of research services between parliamentary libraries in Pakistan
   Arshad Mahmood (Pakistan Library Association, Pakistan)

6. Experiments with Digital First
   Steve Wise (House of Commons Library, United Kingdom)

Congress Programme
12:00 - 14:00
Exhibition Hall

Session 139, Poster Sessions

In the Exhibition Hall you will find approximately 200 unique poster presentations. Together these form a kaleidoscopic and representative overview of library and information initiatives and projects—large and small—from around the world. Posters will be on display in the Exhibition Hall throughout the week and will be presented with authors present during two, two-hour sessions: from 12:00 to 14:00 on Monday and Tuesday—15 & 16 August. Presenters often provide handouts, printed materials, leaflets or pamphlets for distribution.

Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab Session
12:00 - 12:45
Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab

Session 139a, Digitization Solutions from Zeutschel

An overview about the Zeutschel Hardware and Software Solution Portfolio for Digitization projects. New scanners (OS 16000 and chrome), workflow and presentation tools and the latest development - the ZED 10 3D presentation system.

Speakers:
Michael Luetgen
Scientific Programme

Session 140, IFLA Awards Presentation - IFLA

A number of important IFLA-related awards will be handed out to their recipients during this session. Presenter: Christine Mackenzie, IFLA Treasurer

Session 141, SC II - News Media

Session 142, CLM - Business Meeting II

Session 143, SC II - Art Libraries

Session 143a, SC II - Audiovisual and Multimedia

Session 144, IFLA Standards - making a difference? - Committee on Standards (SI)

Chairs:
Jan Richards (Central West Libraries, Australia)

1. Applying IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions) standards to compile national standards: standardization activities in Iran
   Mohammad-Karim Saberi (Public Libraries Department in Alborz Province, Iran, Islamic Republic of)
   Fatemeh Pazooki (Iran Public Libraries Foundation, Iran, Islamic Republic of)
   [Paper in English]

2. IFLA Efforts to provide Standards for International Library and Information Studies Education: The Role of the IFLA Section of Education and Training – A Case Study
   Terry Weech (University of Illinois, United States)
   [Paper in English]
Scientific Programme

3. Les aventuriers de l’ISBD perdu : retour vers la normalisation bibliographique internationale
Vincent Boulet (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)
Mathilde Koskas (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)
Mélanie Roche (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)
Paper in French

4. Developing International School Library Guidelines to Make a Difference: A Case Study
Barbara Schultz-Jones (University of North Texas, United States)
Paper in English

Jing Zhang (Sun Yat-sen University (SYSU), China)
Lin Lin (Sun Yat-sen University (SYSU), China)
Ying Zhang (Sun Yat-sen University (SYSU), China)
Paper in English

Congress Programme
13:45 - 15:45
Union Station Ballrooms A/B/C

Session 145, Creating an Enabling Information Environment for Africa: Taking the Cape Town Declaration Forward - Africa (SI)
Chairs:
Rosemary Shafack
Katherine Matsika

1. Enabling technology driven library environment in Sub-Saharan African Universities: A study of the Carnergie Continuing Professional Development Programme experience vis-à-vis the participants work enhancement
Richerd Bruce Lamptey (Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, Ghana)
Dinah Koteikor Baidoo (Ashesi University College, Ghana)
Anna Adwoa Hassan (Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, Ghana)
Marlene Holmner (School of Information Technology, University of Pretoria, South Africa)
Paper in English

2. Information Literacy, Research, Scholarship and Publication; Comparative of PhD Students in Nigerian and South African Universities
Elizabeth Adetola Oyewo (University of KwaZulu- Natal, South Africa)
Samuel Umoh Uwem (University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa)
Paper in English

Sarah Kaddu (East African School of Library and Information Science, Makerere University, Uganda)
Paper in English
Session 146, ‘Data Across Borders: Discovering and Describing Rare Materials’ - Rare Books and Special Collections

Collections of rare materials have always been international: items have crossed borders to end up in collections far from their place of creation, and the people who want to discover the collections and interrogate the data relating to them may come from anywhere in the world. However the borders of the title are also professional - the languages of bibliography, cataloguing, conservation, and digitization processes and metadata through which rare materials may be described. This session will present some of the key issues relating to the description of rare materials such as national bibliographies and their re-use, the impact of RDA on the international landscape of rare book cataloguing, and the increased creation and use of metadata relating to rare materials in libraries by the digital humanities academic community, and will invite discussion of a set of position statements relating to these issues with a view to identifying areas of common interest and concern and contributing to the development of guidelines for principles and best practice for the creation and sharing of metadata relating to cultural heritage collections.

Chairs:
Helen Vincent (National Library of Scotland, United Kingdom)

Speaker:
Claudia Fabian (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Germany)

Session 147, Guidelines for Library Service to People Experiencing Homelessness: Overview and Examples - Library Services to People with Special Needs

Chairs:
Nancy Bolt (Nancy Bolt & Associates, United States)

1. Overview of First Draft of Guidelines for Library Service to People Experiencing Homelessness and A Brief Overview of Services to Youth Experiencing Homelessness Without Parents or Guardians
   Julie Ann Winkelstein (University of Tennessee, United States)
   Paper in English

2. Video: What do users say about library services for people experiencing homelessness?
   Sanja Bunic (Zagreb City Libraries, Croatia)

3. Practical Skills for Working with Patrons Experiencing Homelessness
   Ryan Dowd (www.HomelessLibrary.com and Hesed House, United States)
   Paper in English

4. Our Invisible Families: Library Services with Families Experiencing Homelessness
   Vikki C. Terrile (Children and Youth Programs and Services, Queens Library, United States)
   Paper in English

5. People Experiencing Homelessness: How Libraries Can be Community Collaborators & Catalysts for Change
   Elizabeth J. Skinner (Forsyth County Public Library, United States)
   Paper in English
Scientific Programme

6. No One Left Behind: Implementing United National Sustainable Development Goals
Akiko Ito (United Nations, Japan)

Congress Programme
13:45 - 15:45 C213-215

Session 148, The Global Face of Information Literacy: Indicators of Progress - Information Literacy

This session offers delegates the opportunity to hear about current information literacy practice from librarians across the globe and to participate in an interactive discussion about how Information Literacy programs and initiatives can have a positive impact on the sustainable development goals of the UN 2030 Agenda.

Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab Session
14:00 - 14:45

Session 149a, Institutional Research as a Global Trend - Elsevier

Speaker:
Kelechi Okere (Global Director of Pure, Elsevier)

Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab Session
15:00 - 15:45

Session 150, Technology for Library Transformation - Innovative

Evolving standards and technology offer libraries opportunities to reimagine how they organize their business operations and engage their users. Library systems must equip staff to perform tasks efficiently and deliver services to their communities in mobile, web, and physical environments. This session will demonstrate how Innovative solutions enable libraries to create new workflows and new models for patron engagement in a way that is effective today and sustainable for the future.

Speaker:
Leif Pedersen (EVP, Product)

Congress Programme
16:00 - 18:00 Hall E

Session 151, Reclaiming subject access to indigenous knowledge - Classification and Indexing (SI)

Chairs:
John DeSantis (United States)
Maja Žumer (Slovenia)
1. Classifying and Indexing Philippine Indigenous Materials with Emphasis on the Codillera
Cristina B. Villanueva (University of the Philippines Baguio, Philippines)
Paper in English

2. Of Places and Names: Working with Northern Canadian Communities to Enhance Subject Access to Digital Cultural Resources
Sharon Farnel (University of Alberta Libraries, Canada)
Ali Shiri (School of Library and Information Studies, University of Alberta, Canada)
Dinesh Rathi (School of Library and Information Studies, University of Alberta, Canada)
Cathy Cockney (Inuvialuit Cultural Resource Centre, Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, Canada)
Sandy Campbell (University of Alberta Libraries, University of Alberta, Canada)
Robyn Stobbs (School of Library and Information Studies, University of Alberta, Canada)
Paper in English Translations: [Español]

3. Modifications to the Library of Congress Subject Headings for use by Manitoba archives
Christine Bone (University of Manitoba Libraries, Canada)
Paper in English Translations: [العربية]

4. The Moral Imperative of Subject Access to Indigenous Knowledge: Considerations and Alternative Paths
Heather Moulaison Sandy (iSchool at the University of Missouri, United States)
Jenny Bossaller (iSchool at the University of Missouri, United States)
Paper in English Translations: [Español]

Session 152, Connections and collaboration among LIS schools from developing countries - LIS Education in Developing Countries Special Interest Group (SIG) (SI)

Chairs:
Felipe Martínez (Mexico)

1. Development of management strategies for collaboration in Information Science education and research in the ASEAN community
Chutima Sacchanand (School of Liberal Arts. Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University, Thailand)
Paper in English

2. Collaboration in LIS education in Saudi Arabia: current status, trends, opportunities, and challenges
Abdullah A. Almehdar (Library and Information Science Department. Umm Al Qura University, Saudi Arabia)
Paper in Arabic

3. Collaboration among Library and Information Science educators in West Africa: benefits, challenges and opportunities
Ngozi B. Ukachi (Main Library. University of Lagos, Nigeria)
Paper in English
Scientific Programme

4. History and development of Open Educational Resources in India
Susmita Chakraborty (Department of Library & Information Science. University of Calcutta, India)

Congress Programme
16:00 - 18:00  C112-115


Chairs:
Anoja Fernando (Department for Work and Pensions, Research Library, United Kingdom)
Guillermo A. García (Autoridad Nacional del Servicio Civil – SERVIR, Peru)

1. Research and Law Drafting Best Practices for Connected and Cooperative Parliamentary libraries
Christine Weidenslaufer (Library of Congress of Chile, Chile)
[Paper in English] Translations: [Español]

2. Virtual Reference Service: An Imperative for the Jamaica Social and Economic Information Network
Odean Cole-Phoenix (Planning Institute of Jamaica, Jamaica)
[Paper in English]

3. Linking a Community of Practice by an Evidence Shelf OPAC: collaboration across UK Government and beyond
Anoja Fernando (Department for Work and Pensions, Research Library, United Kingdom)
Jonathan Ginn (Formerly: Department for Work and Pensions, Research Library, United Kingdom)
[Paper in English]

Congress Programme
16:00 - 18:00  C210-212

Session 154, Theft in libraries – facing the hidden truth - Strategic Programme on Preservation and Conservation (PAC) with Rare Books and Special Collections

Panel discussion with three panelists after the presentations.

Chairs:
Daryl Green (University of St Andrews, Scotland, United Kingdom)

1. The Underside of the Iceberg: major thefts from a small repository
Lenore Rouse (Catholic University of America, United States)
Michael Zubal (John T. Zubal Inc., United States)
[Paper in English] Translations: [Español]

2. "Cold case" – The story of inside thefts at the National library of Sweden
Greger Bergvall (National library of Sweden, Sweden)
[Paper in English] Translations: [Español]
3. Panel Discussion

Chair:
Daryl Green (University of St Andrews, Scotland, United Kingdom)

Panellists:
Edwin C. Schroeder (Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Yale University, United States)
Luigi Mondini (Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Art Crime Team, United States)
Garrett Scott (International League of Antiquarian Booksellers / Antiquarian Booksellers' Association of America, United States)

Congress Programme
16:00 - 18:00 C213-215


1. Religious education projects with collaborative teaching and technology tools
Sau Ching Helen Cheung (HKSKH Ming Hua Theological College, Hong Kong)
Paper in English

2. Unity and diversity: collections and connections in an interdisciplinary and multilingual community
Donatus Düsterhaus (Library for Theology and History, University of Fribourg, Switzerland)
Paper in English

3. Socialización de saberes para el diálogo interreligioso entre la comunidad académica profesional, estudiantil y el público interesado. Caso particular entre el Archivo Arquidiocesano de Caracas y la Biblioteca Padre Guillermo Plaza Sj.
Jorge Luis González Moreno (Libraries and Archives Central University of Venezuela, Venezuela)

4. Le dialogue interreligieux à l’Université des Lettres et des Sciences Humaines de Bamako - Mali
Sane Ahmadou Sidi Toure (Université des Lettres et des Sciences Humaines de Bamako, Mali)
Paper in French

5. Relindial-Cartoneras: développement du dialogue interculturel et interreligieux en Drôme
Sophie Vasseur (Médiathèque drômoise des sciences religieuses, France)
Paper in French Translations: [English]
**Session 156, Association Members Meeting - IFLA**

IFLA invites representatives of our National, International and Other Association Members (highest official, board members and staff attending the congress) to attend the Associations Members meeting. At this important meeting, information on IFLA’s strategy and activities with and on behalf of Member associations will be updated. Representatives will be able to contribute suggestions and learn about opportunities for involvement in IFLA’s upcoming projects. The meeting also provides a forum for associations to network with other associations from around the world.

**Session 150a, Technology & Digitization Solutions for Tomorrow’s Libraries - Ninestars Information Technologies Private Limited**

Libraries are intellectual heritage centres and key knowledge networks. They are evolving into a more digitally active enterprise, promoting multi-channel engagement. Ninestars excels in digital content transformation in near real time from creation to consumption. Be it digitization, conversion to multiple digital formats, portal development or smart mobile apps. We help unlock the digital possibilities to enable patrons by providing engaging content.

**Speaker:**

16:00 - 16:10

Mohan Doshi (Ninestars Information Technologies)

**Session 157, Cultural Evening**

Location: COSI - The Center of Science and Industry 333 West Broad St. Columbus, OH 43215 [http://cosi.org/](http://cosi.org/)
Scientific Programme

Wednesday, 17 August 2016

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30

Session 162, Standards Committee - Business Meeting II

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30

Session 158, SC II - Statistics and Evaluation

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30

Session 159, SC II - Library Buildings and Equipment

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30

Session 160, SC II - Education and Training

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30

Session 161, SC II - Africa
Session 163, Plenary Session (SI)

David S. Ferriero, Archivist of the United States, will be speaking at the Plenary Session on Wednesday, 17 August.

David S. Ferriero was confirmed as 10th Archivist of the United States on November 6, 2009. Created in 1934, the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) is responsible for preserving and providing access to the records of the U.S. Government. NARA has 47 facilities across the country, including 13 Presidential Libraries, containing approximately 12 billion pages of textual records; 42 million photographs; miles and miles of film and video, and an ever increasing number of electronic records. Previously, Mr. Ferriero served as the Andrew W. Mellon Director of the New York Public Libraries and held top library positions at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Duke University. Mr. Ferriero earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in English literature from Northeastern University and a master’s degree from the Simmons College of Library and Information Science. Mr. Ferriero served as a Navy hospital corpsman during the Vietnam War.

Session 164, Quality management and preservation in the age of mass processing - Preservation and Conservation with Audiovisual and Multimedia and Rare Books and Special Collection (SI)

Chairs:
Alenka Kavčič-Čolić (Chair of Preservation and Conservation Section, Slovenia)
Beth Kilmarx
Michael J. Miller (AVMS)

1. Keeping the collection care in mass production
Jeanne Drewes (Library of Congress, United States)

Paper in English
2. A Practical Approach to Digital Preservation Planning at a Mid-Sized Academic Library
Christine Wiseman (Atlanta University Center Robert W. Woodruff Library, United States)
Paper in English

3. The establishment of a preservation stack environment monitoring system
Heawon Hyun (National Library of Korea, Korea, Republic of)
Kwibok Lee (National Library of Korea, Korea, Republic of)
Paper in English

4. Dr Perfectionist: or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Quantity
Damien Cassidy (State Library of New South Wales, Australia)
Paper in English

5. Case studies of Large-Scale digital preservation initiatives (LSDIs) as a Conservation Strategy for Heritage materials in Africa
Michael Kasusse (Makerere University Library, Uganda)
Ifeoma Stella Njoku (The Library of Federal University of Technology Owerri, Nigeria)
Agyemang Badu Boateng (Berekum College of Education, Ghana)
Anitha Jackson Mwakyagi (College of Business Education, Tanzania, United Republic of)
Paper in English

6. Conservation approach in the mass processes at the National Library of Poland: acquiring, disinfection, de-acidification, digitizing of the collections
Bogdan Filip Zerek (National Library of Poland, Poland)
Paper in English

7. The cooperative system for the management and long-term preservation of the modern Bohemical book collections
Tomas Foltyn (National Library of the Czech Republic, Czech Republic)
Paper in English

8. PDF/A for digitization and digital preservation
Yan Han (The University of Arizona Libraries, United States)

---

Session 165, Literacy Matters!: Strategies, Awards and Campaigns for Supporting Development Through Literacy and Reading - Literacy and Reading with Libraries for Children and Young Adults, Public Libraries and School Libraries (SI)

Chairs:
Annie Everall (Authors Aloud UK, United Kingdom)
Barbara Combes (Australia)

Lesley Farmer (California State University, United States)
John Cole (Library of Congress Center for the Book, United States)
Paper in English
2. Literacy Matters: Strategies and best practice initiatives for supporting
development through literacy and reading in the Netherlands
Adriaan Langendonk (Dutch Reading Foundation, Netherlands)
Ingrid Bon (Rijnbrink, Netherlands)
Paper in English

3. Panel: The IFLA Literacy statement and the UN SDG’s
Stuart Hamilton (IFLA Deputy Secretary General / Director, Policy & Advocacy)
Annie Everall (Authors Aloud UK, United Kingdom)
Ingrid Bon (Rijnbrink, Netherlands)
Marion Morgan-Bindon (Goldcoast Public Libraries, Australia)

4. Research into the impact of reading for pleasure and empowerment and the
importance of research to validate Literacy & Reading
Lesley Farmer (California State University, United States)

5. Literacy and Reading - Best Practices in Malmö, Sweden
Linda Willander (Malmö Public Library, Sweden)
Paper in English

6. The value of the crowd: individual initiatives in social media as a starting point
of organizational reading promotions - Examples for children and young adults'
Ulla Pötsönen (Joensuu Regional Library, Finland)
Paper in English

7. Smart Ideas and Common Strategies – A Norwegian Perspective on Public
Libraries and Literacy
Leikny Indergaard (Bergen Public Library, Norway)

8. Forest of Reading: A Book Club to Improve Literacy
Joanne Plante (Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec (BAnQ), Canada)

Session 166, Hot Topics: Re-envisioning or re-inventing - new journeys for
academic and research librarians or Emperor's new Clothes? - Academic and
Research Libraries

Four speakers will give a brief presentation on a topic related to the theme and pose three questions for discussion and debate. Following the presentation there will be round table discussions based on the three questions posed by each speakers.

Chairs:
Vicki McDonald (State Library of New South Wales, Australia)

1. Speakers:
Lorcan Dempsey (OCLC, United States)
Uwe Resch (Hesse Library Consortium, Germany)
Martha Whitehead (Queen's University Library, Canada)
Suzie Allard (University of Tennessee, United States)
Session 167, From Action to Impact: health information professionals connecting communities - Health and Biosciences Libraries

Chairs:
Maria G. N. Musoke (Makerere University, Uganda)

1. Connecting Communities: from the Librarian to the Dietician to the Patient
Praba Naidoo (University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa)

Paper in English

2. Creating the picture together: a process model for conducting bibliometric analysis at an academic health sciences institute
Mary White (Global Public Health Library, United States)

3. Medical library and information science students' readiness and attitudes to enter hospitals as a clinical librarians: a case study of Isfahan University of Medical Sciences
Azra Daei (Isfahan University of Medical science, Iran, Islamic Republic of)

4. MS Buddy: Connecting Utah Multiple Sclerosis Patients through an Innovative iPad Service
Erica Lake (University of Utah, United States)

5. Collaborative programs in the public library: a way to encourage access to health information
Dijana Sabolović-Krajina (Public library "Fran Galović“ in Koprivnica, Croatia)

Paper in English

6. Public-Clinical Health Literacy Mediator (PCHLM) model: Leveraging Health literacy through Medical Library collaboration
Illekuttige Kusala Lakmal Fernando (University of Ruhuna, Mahamodara, Sri Lanka)

Session 168, Sustaining the circle of knowledge: with your contribution and my contribution, indigenous communities thrive! - Indigenous Matters

Chairs:
Cellia Joe-Olsen (Acting Secretary, Indigenous Matters Section, New Zealand)

1. Tell more stories: Culturally responsive instruction for Aboriginal undergrads
Martha Attridge Bufton (School of Library and Information Studies, University of Alberta Edmonton, Canada)

Paper in English

2. The authorship of indigenous communities: who is the author?
Naira Christofoletti Silveira (Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio de Janeiro (UNIRIO), Brazil)
Aline da Silva Franca (Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio de Janeiro (UNIRIO), Brazil)

Paper in English
Scientific Programme

3. Negotiating Indigeneity: Fostering Indigenous Knowledge within LIS Curricula
Nicola Andrews (University of Washington, United States)
Jessica Humphries (University of Washington, United States)
Paper in English

4. Expanding Library Services for Indigenous Community Prosperity: A Case study of Botswana
Priti Jain (University of Botswana, Botswana)
Lynn Jibril (University of Botswana, Botswana)
Paper in English

5. Storytelling and Environmental Conservation in the Digital Age
Mayashree Chinsamy

6. Indigenous approaches at play in creating positive student outcomes in a tertiary institution
Judy Taligalu McFall-McCaffery (University of Auckland, New Zealand)
Stephanie Cook (University of Auckland, New Zealand)
Paper in English

Congress Programme
09:30 - 11:30 C220-222

Session 169, Officers Capacity Building: skills for success, sharing good practice

IFLA's Section Officers work with their Standing Committees to develop Action Plans, communicate the results of their activities, and run successful meetings. IFLA's Professional Units contain many examples of good practice. Some of these examples will be shared for discussion about what makes an effective and dynamic IFLA Section or Special Interest Group. Participants will be asked to share their own experiences with their colleagues and help identify ways to support the incoming Officers in 2017. There should also be time to ask questions about Professional Unit procedures for the coming year. Officers, Information Coordinators and SIG Conveners with very specific questions are invited to make an appointment with a member of the Professional Committee or HQ Staff as appropriate through the “Clinic”. The Officers’ network will have received information about the Clinic before the Congress. The session is specifically for Officers (Chairs and Secretaries of IFLA Sections), IFLA Information Coordinators and Special Interest Group Conveners though observers are welcome to attend, especially anyone interested in participating more fully in the committees of IFLA’s Professional Units. This session is for those who could not attend session 127 which took place on Tuesday.

Chairs:
Joanne Yeomans (Professional Support Officer, IFLA, Netherlands)

Business Meetings
09:45 - 12:15 C216

Session 174, FAIFE - Business Meeting II

Business Meetings
09:45 - 11:15 C223

Session 170, SC II - Continuing Professional Development and workplace Learning
Session 171, SC II - Latin America and the Caribbean

Business Meetings
09:45 - 11:15

Session 172, SC II - Bibliography

Business Meetings
09:45 - 11:15

Session 174a, Online Resources from the World Bank – Not Just Finance!

Many are surprised to learn that the World Bank’s research includes much more than finance. Topics such as development policy; climate change; education; gender; migration and remittances; conflict; and public health are just a few of the areas World Bank publications, case studies and data cover. This session will provide a tour of the World Bank eLibrary, as well as an overview of World Bank Open Data, the Open Knowledge Repository (OKR), and other online resources from the World Bank.

Speaker:
Devika Levy

Session 175a, Industry Debriefing - IFLA

The Industry Debriefing for IFLA WLIC 2016 open to all exhibitors and sponsors including the summary and figures regarding IFLA WLIC 2016 in Columbus, a brief introduction to IFLA WLIC 2017 in Wroclaw and an open forum.

Business Meetings
11:30 - 13:00

Session 175, SC II - Genealogy and Local History

Business Meetings
11:30 - 13:00

Session 176, SC II - National Libraries

Business Meetings
11:30 - 13:00

Session 177, SC II - Serials and Other Continuing Resources
Session 179, Bringing the Law to the Library: connections, collaboration, and community in support of access to justice and the rule of law - Law Libraries with Public Libraries, and Government Information and Official Publications

Chairs:
Yolanda P. Jones (Florida A&M University College of Law, United States)

   Dapo-Asaju Harriet Seun (Lagos State University Library, Nigeria)
   Oludayo John Bamgbose (Ajayi Crowther University Library, Nigeria)
   Paper in English

2. Interdisciplinary cooperation among law and public librarians in partnership with some other institutions in Split
   Edita Bačić (Faculty of Law, University of Split, Croatia)
   Paper in English

   Brian D. Anderson (Ohio Northern University, United States)
   Paper in English

4. Bringing Law to the Community: Facilitating Access to Justice in Metropolitan Detroit
   Beth Applebaum (Arthur Neef Law Library, Wayne State University, United States)
   Jan B. Bissett (Arthur Neef Law Library, Wayne State University, United States)
   Michelle M. LaLonde (Arthur Neef Law Library, Wayne State University, United States)
   Michael Samson (Arthur Neef Law Library, Wayne State University, United States)
   Virginia C. Thomas (Arthur Neef Law Library, Wayne State University, United States)
   Paper in English

5. Opportunities of Collaboration with Public Libraries on Government and Governance
   Umut Al (Hacettepe University, Department of Information Management, Turkey)
   Seda Öz (Hacettepe University, Department of Communication Sciences, Turkey)
   Zehra Taşkin (Hacettepe University, Department of Information Management, Turkey)
   Paper in English

   Laura Mancini (Oakland County Library, United States)
   Paper in English

7. Free, online and in your public library: delivering legal information to the community
   Jan Richards (Central West Libraries, Australia)
   [Paper written by Phillipa Scarf (State Library of NSW, Australia) presented by Jan Richards.] Paper in English
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8. “Information literacy for all”: Interfacing academic and public librarians in developing a legal information literate society in Zimbabwe
Darlington Musemburi (Faculty of Law Librarian, University of Zimbabwe Libraries, Zimbabwe)
Collen Nhendo (Faculty of Engineering Section, University of Zimbabwe Libraries, Zimbabwe)
Paper in English

Congress Programme
11:45 - 13:45 C210-212

Session 180, What makes a great marketing initiative in library? Presentation of the International IFLA BibLibre Marketing Award - Management and Marketing

Marketing is the process of identifying and satisfying customer wants and needs with specific offers, driven by organization’s mission and within its resources. The IFLA Management and Marketing Section and BibLibre offer this award designed to recognize a successful marketing project accomplished by any type of library or information organization in the world. The session will present the winners of the 2016 award. Be prepared to be impressed!

Chairs:
Silvère Mercier (Jury Award Chair; Public Information Library - Pompidou Center, France)

1. Welcome
Nancy E. Gwinn (IFLA Management & Marketing Section; Smithsonian Libraries, United States)

2. International Marketing Award
Silvère Mercier (Jury Award Chair; Public Information Library - Pompidou Center, France)

3. What is good marketing? What are our criteria?
Christie Koontz (Associate in Research Florida State University, School of Information, United States)

4. Sponsor’s Presentation - BibLibre

5. Top 10 Presentation - the jury has selected the 10 projects that it has found most inspirational. The following projects did not make it to the podium but deserve to be highlighted
Silvère Mercier (Jury Award Chair; Public Information Library - Pompidou Center, France)
Podium presentation

6. Announcement of the 2016 Award Winner
3rd - Sunshine Coast Libraries Pop Ups! - Sunshine Coast Libraries - Australia
2nd - Tuan Time - Each library experience is a memorable treasure - Xiamen University Libraries - China
1st - Vancouver Public Library Inspiration Lab Launch Campaign - Canada

7. Conclusion
IFLA World Library and Information Congress
82th IFLA General Conference and Assembly,
13-19 August 2016,
Columbus, Ohio, United States

Scientific Programme

Congress Programme
11:45 - 13:45

Session 181, Failing successfully in a librarian’s career: is a setback an opportunity to grow, or just an unwelcome incident on the road to success? - New Professionals Special Interest Group (SIG)

The session will include a presentation of the topic by the NPSIG, including comments gathered through a survey and social media before the conference. Attendees will be encouraged to participate in a discussion and to share own experiences or insights.

Chairs:
Antoine Torrens (France)
Maria Violeta Bertolini (New Professionals SIG Convenor, Argentina)

1. Learning from Adversity: Advice from Library Leaders
   Win Shih (University of Southern California, United States)
   Jeannette Pierce (University of Missouri, United States)

2. The Information Professional: Failure or Success in Times of Crisis
   Jorge González (Universidad Central de Venezuela, Venezuela)
   Evelyn Guerrero (Universidad Nacional Abierta, Venezuela)
   Wilka Castillo (Archivo, Cardon IV, S.A., Venezuela)

Session 182, Semantic Web and Linked data Special Interest Group open discussion session - Semantic Web (SIG)

The IFLA Semantic Web Special Interest Group (SWSIG) is a platform intended to develop, enhance and facilitate the adoption of semantic web technologies in the library community. One of the main goals of the SIG is to strengthen and transform the professional knowledge of libraries in the semantic web area by providing education and information to IFLA professionals, raise awareness among the library community about the relevance and potential of semantic web technologies for libraries, and improve librarians’ know-how in this area. The topic of semantic web and linked data, while very technical, now touches an increasing number of librarians in all kind of positions, institutions and countries. Many of them are in demand of explanations, information, feedback on projects and exchange of experience. Come along to participate in our meeting and discussion if you wish to be part of this work.

Session 182a, Translating RDA - Translating RDA

This session is for those interested in translating RDA for their community. We will cover the key questions that a potential translator will need to address, the publishing options and requirements, and the process for permission and publication on RDA Toolkit.

Speaker:
James Hennelly (Director, RDA Toolkit)
Scientific Programme

Business Meetings
12:30 - 14:00  C216

Session 183, SC II - Government Information and Official Publications

Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab Session
13:00 - 13:45  Expo Pavilion / Tech Lab

Session 183a, Banned Books Week: what are we afraid of? - Banned Books Week

What was first an eye-catching display at a publisher’s conference became a national library event, and a media sensation. Now it’s moving to bookstores – and overseas. Banned Books Week is not only an affirmation of library values, it has become one of American librarianship’s most visible public programs.

Speaker:
James LaRue (Office for Intellectual Freedom, American Library Association, United States)

Business Meetings
13:15 - 14:45  C223

Session 184, SC II - Reference and Information Services

Business Meetings
13:15 - 14:45  C226

Session 187, UNIMARC - Business Meeting II

Business Meetings
13:15 - 14:15  C122

Session 187a, SIG - Agricultural Libraries Special Interest Group

Congress Programme
13:45 - 15:45  Hall E


Chairs:
Barbara Schleihagen (German Library Association, Germany)

1. Welcome and Introduction to the session
   Barbara Schleihagen (German Library Association, Germany)
Scientific Programme

2. IFLA’s role in engaging library associations to advocate for the contribution that libraries are making to the global 2030 Agenda
Fiona Bradley (IFLA Manager Development Programme, Netherlands)

3. Cameroon: Press Club “Rencontre”: Quality Education through access to information
Alim Garga (Cameroon Association of Librarians, Archivists, Documentalists, Museographers (ABADCAM), Cameroon)

4. Norway: Supporting Access to Information and Development through libraries
Mariani Schjeide (Norwegian Library Association, Norway)

5. Uruguay: The Social Dialogue on the Sustainable Development Goals of the UN 2030 Agenda
Alicia Cristina Ocaso-Ferreira (Uruguayan Library Association, Uruguay)

6. Finland: The contribution of libraries to the implementation of the UN 2030 Agenda in Finland
Jukka Relander (Finnish Library Association, Finland)

Interactive Questions and Answers
Kelly Moore (MLAS Secretary)

Congress Programme
13:45 - 15:45 Union Station Ballrooms A/B/C


Chairs:
Helena Asamoah-Hassan (Kwame University of Science and Technology, Ghana)
Abraham Azubuike (Dag Hammarskjold Library, United Nations, United States)

1. Ensuring healthy lives and promoting well-being for all: The role of Ghanaian academic libraries in achieving the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
Perpetua Dadzie (University of Ghana, Ghana)
Ebenezer Martin-Yeboah (The Library, University of Cape Coast, Ghana)
Gloria Tachie-Donkor (The Library, University of Cape Coast, Ghana)

Paper in English

2. Evaluating the impact of eBook on reading motivation of students of higher learning in Nigerian Universities
Vera Nkiruka Akpokodje (University of Jos, Nigeria)
Scholastica Chizoma Ukwuoma (University of Nigeria, Nigeria)

Paper in English

3. Promoting Innovation in Namibian Libraries through Leadership Training
Namutenya Hamwaalwa (Ministry of Education, Arts and Culture, Namibia)
Rebecca M. Teasdale (Rebecca Teasdale Consulting, United States)
Rebecca McGuire (University of Illinois, Mortenson Center for International Library Programs, United States)
Teopolina Shuumbili (Ministry of Education, Arts and Culture, Namibia)

Paper in English
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4. The University Library as an Innovation and Knowledge Services Centre. A case from Nigeria
Chinwe Veronica Anunobi (Federal University of Technology, Nigeria)
Colette Onyeinama (University Library, Federal University of Technology, Nigeria)
Paper in English

5. Liberté d’expression et libéralisation de la vie politique en Afrique: Les Bibliothèques à la croisée des chemins
Simon Jules Koudjam Yameni (Bibliothèque Centrale de l'Université de Douala, Cameroon)

Session 190, Looking beyond conventional information: big, open, and research data - Big Data Special Interest Group

Presentations and an open discussion on IFLA’s draft Statement on Data and Libraries. An overview of relevant data issues and how they affect librarians.

Chairs:
Wouter Klapwijk (Big Data SIG Convenor, South Africa)

The library data landscape: Research, Big, and Open data
Wolfram Horstmann (State and University Library Göttingen, Germany)
Wouter Klapwijk (Big Data SIG Convenor, South Africa)
Stephen Wyber (Policy and Research Officer, IFLA, Netherlands)

Session 191, Public access in libraries, hosted by IFLA in connection with the Dynamic Coalition on Public Libraries - IFLA Headquarters with Dynamic Coalition on Public Libraries (Internet Governance Forum)

The UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development identifies ICTs and the Internet as horizontal enablers for development. At the moment, half of the world’s population lacks access to information online. Worldwide, more than a million libraries ensure that information and the skills to use it are available to everyone – making them critical institutions for all in the digital age. Public access to Internet through libraries is strongly promoted by IFLA and together with EIFL (Electronic Information for Libraries) we have mobilised many stakeholders in the Dynamic Coalition on Public Access in Libraries, which works within the context of the UN Internet Governance Forum to promote the role libraries play in public access to information. This session will give an overview of IFLA’s involvement in regional and global Internet Governance Forums, and an introduction to the Global Connect, an initiative launched by the U.S. State Department in September 2015 with the purpose to bring 1.5 billion people online by 2020.

Chairs:
Stuart Hamilton (IFLA Deputy Secretary General / Director, Policy & Advocacy)

1. Welcomes and introductory remarks
Stuart Hamilton (IFLA Deputy Secretary General / Director, Policy & Advocacy)

2. The Global Connect Initiative and Getting the Next Billion Online
Suhas Subramanyam (Office of Science and Technology Policy - The White House, United States)
Scientific Programme

3. The Importance of Public Access to the Internet
Deborah Brown (Association of Progressive Communications (APC))

4. Public Libraries as an Access Policy Option - IFLA Public Libraries Section
Corinne Hill (Chattanooga Public Libraries, United States)

5. EIFL Public Libraries Innovation Project
Janet Sawaya (Electronic Information for Libraries (EIFL), Lithuania)

6. Beyond Access
Rachel Crocker (IREX)

7. The Gigabit Libraries Network – White Space Project
Don Means (Gigabit Libraries Network, United States)

8. Discussion: How can we get more support for libraries as providers of public access to the Internet?
Chairs: Stuart Hamilton (IFLA) and Janet Sawaya (EIFL)

Congress Programme
13:45 - 15:45

Session 192, Libraries and immigrants: historical perspectives - Library History Special Interest Group (SIG) with Library Services to Multicultural Populations

Chairs:
Kerry Smith (Australia)

1. May Massee and the Buffalo Public Library: Service to Immigrant Children, 1906-1912
Sharon McQueen (United States)

2. Spreading the roots: Origin of Jewish libraries in Argentina
Irene Münster (Universities at Shady Grove / University of Maryland Libraries, United States)
Paper in English

3. Recalling an Arab American Dream: The Story and Legacy of Ameen Rihani’s novel The Book of Khalid and The New York Public Library
Ray Pun (California State University, United States)
Paper in English

Suzanne Stauffer (Louisiana State University, United States)
Paper in English
Session 193, What makes a dynamic IFLA Professional Unit? - Professional Committee Session

Officers of IFLA Sections, Information Coordinators and Special Interest Group (SIG) Conveners have a leading role in defining the activities of an IFLA Section or SIG. The IFLA Professional Committee wants to discuss with them, and develop during the next year, the concept of a dynamic IFLA Professional Unit and look at how Officers, Information Coordinators, or SIG Conveners can work with their committees towards improving their effectiveness. The session will include a few short presentations and some activities that will be carried out round group tables. Worksheets will be sent in advance to Officers and SIG Conveners to complete in consultation with their committee in preparation for the session. These will be discussed round the group tables and a facilitator will summarize the results. The session is specifically for Officers (Chairs and Secretaries of IFLA Sections), IFLA Information Coordinators and Special Interest Group Conveners, though observers are welcome to attend, especially anyone interested in participating more fully in the committees of IFLA’s Professional Units.

Chairs:
Maria Carme Torras i Calvo (Chair, IFLA Professional Committee, Universitetsbiblioteket i Bergen, Norway)

Business Meetings
14:15 - 15:45  C216

Session 193a, SC II - Social Science Libraries

Business Meetings
14:15 - 15:45  C225

Session 186, SC II - Classification and Indexing

Special Sessions
16:15 - 18:00  Hall E

Session 194, General Assembly - IFLA (SI)

Agenda 1. Opening by the President, Donna Scheeder 2. Appointment of Tellers 3. Establishment of a Quorum 4. Adoption of the Agenda 5. Minutes of the previous meeting, held in Cape Town, South Africa, 19 and 20 August 2015 6. In memoriam of those members who have died during the past year 7. Presentation of the Report of the President 8. Presentation of the Report of the Secretary General 9. Presentation of the Annual Accounts by the Treasurer 10. Motions and Resolutions 10.1 Motion to approve the holding of the next General Assembly in August 2017 (Art 8.2 of the Statutes refers) 10.2 Motion to approve membership fees 2017-2019 11. Motion to adjourn

Note: The General Assembly reconvenes at the Closing Session (Session 226) at 16.15 on Thursday 18 August 2016.
Scientific Programme

Thursday, 18 August 2016

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30
C223

Session 195, SC II - Library Theory and Research

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30
C224

Session 196, SC II - Information Literacy

Business Meetings
08:00 - 09:30
C225

Session 197, SC II - Library Services to People with Special Needs

Congress Programme
08:30 - 10:30
Hall E

Session 200, Collaborating across borders - making accessible resources available - Libraries Serving Persons with Print Disabilities (SI)

Chairs:
Karen Keninger (National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped (NLS), Library of Congress, United States)
Yasmine Youssef (Bibliotheca Alexandrina, Egypt)

1. WIPO’s Accessible Book Consortium: Implementing the Marrakesh Treaty and Facilitating Cross-Border Exchange
   Michele Woods (World Intellectual Property Organization, Switzerland)

2. AVH and Tigar: point of view of a French library on the global cooperation perspectives
   Luc Maumet (AVH, France)

3. Identifying Resources: FRBR and Accessibility
   Chris Oliver (University of Ottawa Library, Canada)
   Paper in English

4. Metadata for Accessibility Information: Current Possibilities and Future Potentials
   Rehab Ouf (Bibliotheca Alexandrina, Egypt)

5. Producing talking books in Arabic - a Nordic collaboration
   Kristina Passad (The Swedish Agency for Accessible Media, Sweden)
   Paper in English
Scientific Programme

6. Learning From Each other: The Ulverscroft Experience
Jelena Lesaja (Croatian Library for the Blind, Croatia)
Yasmine Youssef (Bibliotheca Alexandrina, Egypt)
Paper in English

Congress Programme
08:30 - 10:30
Union Station Ballrooms A/B/C

Session 201, National Libraries and digital collaboration: building connections and communities: Preservation, enhancement and access to shared documentary cultural heritage - National Libraries (SI)

Chairs:
Guy Berthiaume (Canada)
Genevieve Clavel (Switzerland)

1. Digitally reassembling scattered collections: IFLA, the Memory of the World, and the implementation of the new UNESCO’s Recommendation for Documentary Heritage
Julia Brungs (Policy and Research Officer, IFLA, Netherlands)
Vincent Wintermans (UNESCO National Committee, Netherlands)
Paper in English

2. Digital reunification of dispersed collections: The National Library of Korea digitization project
Jaesun Lee (National Library of Korea, Korea, Republic of)
Paper in English

3. Digital preservation and access on collaborative platforms - Le Réseau francophone numérique
Driss Khrouz (Bibliothèque nationale du Royaume du Maroc, Morocco)
Paper in French

4. The British Library and its international collections
Caroline Brazier (The British Library, United Kingdom)
Paper in English

5. Une bibliothèque nationale, un patrimoine universel: quelle responsabilité? La politique internationale de coopération numérique de la Bibliothèque nationale de France
Isabelle Nyffenegger (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)
Paper in French

Congress Programme
08:30 - 10:30
C112-115

Session 202, Inclusionary practices to support school libraries - School Libraries

Chairs:
Lesley Farmer (California State University, United States)
Scientific Programme

1. Impact of Domestic Information Management for Students’ Achievement Level
   Ranaweeregi Ranaweera (National Institute of Library and Information Sciences, Sri Lanka)

2. Building Connections, Collaboration and Community for Differently- and Typically-Able Students in a Middle School Library in the United States
   Karen Gavigan (University of South Carolina, United States)
   Clayton A. Copeland (University of South Carolina, United States)
   Paper in English

3. School Library Advocacy Success- Perceptions in Context
   Elizabeth Burns (Old Dominion University, United States)
   Paper in English

4. The Role of Community Stakeholders and Ministry of Education in the Effective Implementation of School Library Guidelines (SLGs) In Nigerian Schools
   Justina Ekere (University of Nigeria Nsukka, Nigeria)
   Emmanuel U. Anyanwu (Federal Polytechnic, Nigeria)
   Gertrude C. Umunnakwe (Federal University of Technology, Nigeria)
   Oyemike Victor Benson (Federal Polytechnic, Nigeria)
   Paper in English

5. Inclusion for French low cultural background students: programs and activities in CDIs
   Valérie Glass (APDEN - Association des professeurs documentalistes de l’Éducation nationale, France)
   Magali Bon (APDEN - Association des professeurs documentalistes de l’Éducation nationale, France)
   Florian Reynaud (APDEN - Association des professeurs documentalistes de l’Éducation nationale, France)
   Paper in English

6. All Together We Can Read: A Story of Inclusive School Libraries in Portugal
   Isabel Mendinhos (School Library Network, Portugal)
   Antônio Nogueira (School Library Network, Portugal)
   Paper in English
Session 203, Exploratory Meeting - Digital Humanities (DH)/Digital Scholarship (DS) Special Interest Group (SIG)

Please join us for an exploratory meeting on an evolving and exciting theme of how the global library and information service professionals can play a leading role in creation, supporting, disseminating and preservation of 21st century digital scholarship. You will have opportunity to participate, contribute, and lead the formation of this first of its kind IFLA Digital Humanities/Digital Scholarship Special Interest Group! Libraries play a vital role in the 21st century scholarly ecosystem. As researchers increasingly pursue digital scholarship, particularly in digital humanities areas (the creation, production, analysis, publishing, dissemination and long term preservation of new scholarship using digital and/or computational techniques), they often present different challenges and demands for academic and research libraries. As users' information and knowledge seeking behavior are increasingly driven by digital innovations, academic, public, school, special and all types of libraries are facing tremendous new challenges. Today, libraries around the world have taken courageous steps to re-articulate their value propositions, re-configure and re-train their workforce, re-assess their operational models and efficiency, and re-purpose their spaces and resources under the evolving and emerging digital scholarship landscape. The creation of the IFLA Digital Humanities/Digital Scholarship Special Interest Group (SIG) will provide a new international platform for IFLA community digital scholarship/digital humanities discussion on a continuous basis. Our exploring meeting would like to touch base on those questions such as: •What has been evolving in the scholarship ecosystem in this digital age? •What role have libraries played in the traditional scholarship ecosystem, and what role should libraries play in the changed ecosystem? •What are core skill sets, mind sets and/or competencies that library professionals should have in order to engage the new modes of scholarship? •What kind of spaces should libraries design for DH/DS? •What is the best structure and format of SIG to move forward? e.g. programming, communication, and community etc.

Chairs:
Xuemao Wang (University of Cincinnati, United States)

Session 204, Knowledge Café "Continuous Learning in Libraries & their Communities" - Knowledge Management with Library and Research Services for Parliaments and Continuing Professional Development and Workplace Learning

Knowledge Café "Continuous Learning in Libraries & their Communities", This interactive discussion focuses on a series of challenges/opportunities that libraries are facing in keeping their staff up to date as well as helping their communities to learn.

Chairs:
Monica Ertel (Bain & Company, United States)
Jane Dysart (Dysart Jones, Canada)
Karin Finer (European Parliamentary Research Service, Belgium)

1. Transforming the library with creativity
   Mary Augusta Thomas (Smithsonian Libraries, National Museum of Natural History, United States)
   Ellie Valentine (Freelance Librarian, United States)

2. Developing an innovative culture in the workplace
   Karin Finer (European Parliamentary Research Service, Belgium)
   Liz Turner (PMO Project Manager, United States)

3. Share your innovative programs
   Jane Burpee (McGill University, Canada)
   Loida Garcia-Febo (IFLA Governing Board Member, ALP Chair, United States/Puerto Rico)
4. Team Building & Team leadership
Catharina Isberg (Helsingborgs Library, Sweden)
Steve Wise (House of Commons Library, United Kingdom)

5. Learning from others: Peer training best practices
Ida Kelemen (Information Service for MPs (Research Service), Hungary)
Rebecca McGuire (University of Illinois, Mortenson Center for International Library Programs, United States)

6. Learning Strategies for Staff
Jennifer Bartlett (University of Kentucky, United States)

7. Learning within the constraints of limited staffing and budgets
Jane Dysart (Dysart Jones, Canada)
Aldoifro Furtado (Legislative Consultancy Department, Câmara dos Deputados, Brazil)

8. Digital libraries - digital futures: how to develop and keep up skill sets
Gert-Jan Lodder (House of Representatives of The Netherlands, Netherlands)
Eva Semertzaki (Bank of Greece, Greece)

9. Learning together: when experts from developed libraries work with developing countries, everyone learns and everyone teaches.
Susan Schnuer (University of Illinois, Mortensen Center, United States)

10. Mentoring and coaching programmes
Gillian Hallam (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Ulrike Lang (State and University Library Hamburg, Germany)

11. Developing strategies for communication with decision makers
Julien Sempere (Universite Paris-Saclay, France)
Felix Nsiimoomwe (Bank of Uganda, Uganda)

Congress Programme
08:30 - 10:30

Session 205, Librarians, the gears of the motors of change - President-Elect’s Session

Working together on a global vision of the need for a professional, powerful mind-set. In an era of global communication, where information can be provided through a wide variety of media and smart devices, libraries have an important role to play in developing the skills of users and upholding the right of access to information. Only through an effective network and partnership across all types of libraries, will we be able to fulfil our mission. Let’s use our working experience to promote access to knowledge through a network of all libraries worldwide, and to develop an international position agreement to improve access to information to help the development of individuals and communities. IFLA’s mission is clear and ambitious: we empower and inspire society by driving access to information, knowledge and culture for all, to support development, learning, creativity and innovation. But at the same time, the position of libraries is challenged with budget cuts, commercial competitors in the developing eBook market, and an out-dated copyright framework, which is hindering libraries in their work. Only with improved advocacy will we achieve universal access via libraries within a balanced information economy. Let’s analyse - together with librarians and Library Associations - what we need in order to empower librarians and make them the foundation for learning, and to build a better future for libraries and the societies they serve.

1. Globalization and Libraries
Gerald Leitner (IFLA Secretary General, Netherlands)
Scientific Programme

2. Empowering Librarians for Change
Ngian Lek Choh (IFLA Governing Board Member, National Library Board of Singapore, Singapore)

3. Professional development to enact change
Maria Carme Torras i Calvo (Chair, IFLA Professional Committee, Universitetsbiblioteket i Bergen, Norway)

4. New roles and opportunities for new librarians
Maria Violeta Bertolini (New Professionals SIG Convenor, Argentina)

5. Skills and competences for library workers in contemporary public libraries
Rolf Hapel (Citizens Services and Libraries, City of Aarhus, Denmark)

6. Introduction and coordination
Gloria Pérez-Salmeron (IFLA President-Elect, Spain)

Business Meetings
09:45 - 11:15 C216

Session 209a, SC II - Health and Biosciences Libraries

Business Meetings
09:45 - 11:15 C223

Session 206, SC II - Literacy and Reading

Business Meetings
09:45 - 11:15 C224

Session 207, SC II - Acquisition and Collection Development

Business Meetings
09:45 - 11:15 C225

Session 208, SC II - Document Delivery and Resource Sharing

Business Meetings
09:45 - 11:15 C226

Session 209, SC II - Public Libraries
Scientific Programme

Congress Programme
10:45 - 12:45

Session 210, Opening the National Bibliography: Transforming Access to Data and Building Connections - Bibliography (SI)

Chairs:
Miriam Nauri (Sweden)
Rebecca L Lubas (United States)

1. What happens if you publish the National Bibliography under a CC0-License? - Experiences of the German National Library (DNB)
   Anke Meyer-Heß (German National Library (DNB), Germany)
   Jochen Rupp (German National Library (DNB), Germany)
   Paper in English

2. Report of publishing open National Bibliography of Iran
   Saeedeh Akbari-Daryan (National Library and Archives of Iran, Iran, Islamic Republic of)
   Hasan Bagheri (Integrated Library Systems, National Library and Archives of Iran, Iran, Islamic Republic of)
   Fariborz Khosravi (Research, Planning and Technology, National Library and Archives of Iran, Iran, Islamic Republic of)
   Paper in English

3. Accessing National Bibliographic Data in Visual Dialog with Biographic Data
   Ylva Sommerland (National Library of Sweden, Sweden)
   Paper in English

4. Digital future of Indian National Bibliography: A study on the basis of International Congress on National Bibliographies (ICNBS) recommendations
   Maitrayee Ghosh (Mahatma Gandhi International Hindi University, India)

Congress Programme
10:45 - 12:45


Chairs:
Sandra Ludig Brooke (United States)

1. The IFLA Risk Register: Its History, Aims, and Methods
   Julia Brungs (Policy and Research Officer, IFLA, Netherlands)
   Paper in English

2. The Long and Winding Road (to Recovery): Status of Glasgow School of Art’s Archives, Museum, and Library Special Collections since the 2014 Fire
   Susannah Waters (Glasgow School of Art, United Kingdom)
   Paper in English

   Miranda Nixon (University of Pittsburgh, United States)
   Jillian Chisnell (Carnegie Mellon University, United States)
   Paper in English
Session 212, Privacy Law in the Digital Age: Governments Rethink the Meaning of Information Access Policies - Law Libraries with Library and Research Services for Parliaments

Chairs:
Robert Newlen (Library of Congress, United States)

Speakers:
Roberta I. Shaffer (Law Librarian of Congress, United States)
Anne Klinefelter (Director of the Law Library and Associate Professor of Law University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, United States)
Adam Eisgrau (Office of Government Relations American Library Association, United States)
Dennis Hirsch (Moritz College of Law, The Ohio State University, United States)

Session 213, Regenerating the public library? Rebranding, retail and Dewey-less versus traditional models - Metropolitan Libraries

Chairs:
Corrado Di Tillio (Italy)

1. Learning creativity - art activities for children in Vantaa City Library
   Taru Liikanen (Vantaa City Library, Finland)
   Teemu Kide (Vantaa City Library, Finland)
   Paper in English

2. A brand new type of "digital dis-order" in an urban cooperative service model - A new model for the application of machine learning technology to a territorial context in which libraries express the role of "Cultural Hub": services individualized to the users and long-term sustainability
   Gabriele Nuttini (CSBNO (Consorzio Sistema Bibliotecario Nord Ovest), Italy)
   Paper in English

3. Make New Friends, But Keep the Old: Introducing Digital Innovation Services at the Toronto Public Library
   Jonathan Demers (Toronto Reference Library, Canada)
   Paper in English

4. Making knowledge / Connecting people
   Jacques Malschaert (Bibliotheekservice Frysian, Netherlands)
   Paper in English

5. An Investigation on Rebranding Public Libraries of South Asian countries in Knowledge management environment
   Ajay Pratap Singh (Banaras Hindu University, India)

6. Becoming Anythink: Creating a Library Brand that People Love
   Pam Sandlian-Smith (Anythink Libraries, United States)
   Paper in English
**Scientific Programme**

7. BiblioTech as the Re-Imagined Public Library: Where Will it Find You?
Laura Cole (BiblioTech, United States)
Paper in English

**Session 214, Evaluating our worth: how can we quantify the value of libraries and information centers? - Statistics and Evaluation**

What is the value proposition for academic and public libraries globally? How do both types of libraries effectively measure their collections and services beyond the usual methods like cost per use or the number of queries answered annually? What are the best methods for advocating for funding for your library? Join us for an in-depth discussion and several case studies on demonstrating value through assessment methods.

**Chairs:**
Rebecca B. Vargha (School of Information and Library Science, University of North Carolina, United States)

1. Ms Arns will discuss her research on the value of public libraries
   Jennifer Arns (University of South Carolina, United States)
2. Ms Tay Ai Cheng will share experiences on creating value in the context of the Singapore experience
   Tay Ai Cheng (National Library Board, Singapore)
3. Mr Landry will share an overview of the current situation in national libraries in term of evaluation and assessment. He will also discuss current work underway by ISO in drafting a new standard that would integrate both quantitative indicators and impact measurement for national libraries
   Patrice Landry (Swiss National Library, Switzerland)
   James Neal (Columbia University, United States)
   Abstract in English
5. Value proposition: serving "information poor" - metrics and approach of Global Libraries
   Jeremy Paley (Global Libraries, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, United States)

**Session 215, Green Libraries - Together, for All - Environmental Sustainability and Libraries Special Interest Group (SIG)**

Open Session includes Introduction of the IFLA Green Library Award winner and Business meeting.

**Chairs:**
Harri Sahavirta (Finland)

1. Using Library Information Technologies and Resources to Support Sustainable Projects
   Hong Xu (University-Corpus Christi, United States)
   Paper in English
2. Environmentally Sustainable Library Buildings: opportunities and challenges for Asian countries
Saima Qutab (University of Dammam, Saudi Arabia)
Zainab Faruqui Ali (University of Dammam, Saudi Arabia)
Farasat Shafi Ullah (University of Dammam, Saudi Arabia)

3. Searching for Sustainability - a blended course in how to search interdisciplinary
Mauritza Jadefrid (Gothenburg University Library, Sweden)
Joakim Lennartsson (Gothenburg University Library, Sweden)
Christian Kleinheiz (Gothenburg University Library, Sweden)
Mats Blomberg (Gothenburg University Library, Sweden)

Business Meetings
11:30 - 13:00  
C216

Session 216, SC II - Information Technology

Business Meetings
11:30 - 13:00  
C223

Session 216b, Linked Data Technical Sub-Committee (LIDATEC)

Business Meetings
11:30 - 13:00  
C224

Session 217, SC II - Rare Books and Special Collections

Business Meetings
11:30 - 13:00  
C226

Session 218, SC II - Government Libraries

Congress Programme
13:45 - 15:45  
Union Station Ballrooms A/B/C

Session 221, The Role of Libraries and Librarians in Scientific and Technological Data Management and Archiving - Science and Technology (SI)

Chairs:
James Mullins (United States)
Annelie Janred (Sweden)
Scientific Programme

1. re3data and an Ecosystem of Research Data Repositories
   Michael Witt (Distributed Data Curation Center (D2C2), Purdue University, United States)
   Mustapha Mokrane (ICSU World Data System, Japan)
   Heinz Pampel (GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences, Germany)
   Frank Scholze (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany)
   Robert Ulrich (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany)

2. Data Management: Knowledge and skills required in research, scientific and technical organisations
   Mary Anne Kennan (School of Information Studies  Charles Sturt University, Australia)
   Paper in English

   Nie Hua (Peking University Library, China)
   Paper in English

4. The Geospatial Data Curation, Management, and Discovery in Academic Libraries
   Nicole Kong (Purdue University Libraries, United States)
   Paper in English

5. Identifiers and Use Case in Scientific Research
   Thomas Gillespie (Neurosciences, University of California San Diego, United States)
   Qian Zhang (School of Information Sciences, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, United States)
   Chelakara S. Subramanian (Department of Mech and Aerospace Engineering, Florida Institute of Technology, United States)
   Yan Han (The University of Arizona Libraries, United States)
   Paper in English

Congress Programme
13:45 - 15:45

Session 222, Using social media at work: How to share knowledge, improve collaboration and create a mutual savoir-faire? - Knowledge Management

Chairs:
Julien Sempere (Universite Paris-Saclay, France)
Mary Augusta Thomas (Smithsonian Libraries, National Museum of Natural History, United States)

1. Biebtobieb: Stimulating cooperation among Dutch public libraries through an online knowledge and innovation platform
   Levien den Boer (Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands, Netherlands)
   Paper in English

2. D-curation: new ways for DGIST library to share knowledge with library users
   KyungAh Kim (DGIST (Daegu Gyeongbuk Institute of Science and Technology), Korea, Republic of)
   Abstract in English
3. Social Media: Adding New Wings for Promotion to Shanghai University Library
Hua Liu (Shanghai University Library, China)
Jiao Zhang (Shanghai University Library, China)
Hongpei Li (Shanghai University Library, China)
Yue Zhou (Shanghai University Library, China)
Ming Lu (Shanghai University Library, China)
[Paper in English]

4. The Use of Hashtags to Boost and Retrieve posts
Hanadi Buarki (College of Basic Education, Kuwait)
Alkhateib Bashaer (College of Basic Education, Kuwait)
[Paper in English]

5. The use of Web 2.0 applications for knowledge sharing among academic libraries in Uganda and Ghana
Caroline Ilako (Makerere University Library, Uganda)
Miriam Linda Akeriwe (University of Development Studies, Ghana)
[Abstract in English]

Session 223, Open Forum and Planning Session - LGBTQ Users Special Interest Group (SIG)

This session is an open discussion for topics of interests to attendees as well as a planning session for the SIG's activities in the coming year. Please bring ideas and the willingness to volunteer to make them a reality.

Chairs:
Lucas McKeever (United States)

Session 224, Session and open business meeting - Women, information and libraries Special interest group (SIG)

Round table discussion - an opportunity to hear about the outcomes of the satellite meeting on Women & Library Technology - Empowering women's participation in open technology & culture, and to join the discussion about the group's activities and plan.

Chairs:
Mathilde Koskas (Bibliothèque nationale de France, France)
Session 225, Strategic Programme on Preservation and Conservation (PAC) with the Preservation and Conservation Section presents a film screening of Florence: Days of Destruction a documentary film by Franco Zeffirelli

Introductory remarks by Corrado di Tillio, Italian Library Association and by Jeanne Drewes, Library of Congress, United States. There will be time for an open discussion afterwards. About the Film: The University of Maryland Libraries shares its new digital restoration of the rare Franco Zeffirelli film, Florence: Days of Destruction (Italian title: Per Firenze) 1966. Zeffirelli’s only documentary, this film is a heartfelt call to action showing the effects of the 4 November 1966 flood that devastated Florence, Italy, and rallied art lovers worldwide. Produced by the famed Italian director in the days during and immediately following the flood, the film includes footage shot on 4 November and urged support to help rescue Italian works of art. Actor Richard Burton, who was working in Rome as the disaster unfolded, narrated and appeared in the film and appealed for aid. Frederick Hartt, a renowned scholar of Italian Renaissance Art and one of World War II’s Monuments Men, also gives an emotional testimony to the flood damage that he witnessed. The film also features interviews with a number of Florentine officials and “mud-angels.” The new digital restoration of the film includes footage of Senator Edward M. Kennedy during his visit to Florence and promoting the fund raising of the Committee for the Rescue of Italian Art (CRIA). In the days following the flood, volunteers from throughout Europe and the United States descended upon Florence to help recover books, paintings, and other works of art damaged by water and sediment from the Arno River. Efforts of these so-called “mud angels” helped to reduce the loss of Florence’s priceless cultural heritage. Some of these volunteers would go on to become art and book conservators. Conservators worldwide would later adopt standards and treatments developed as a result of recovery efforts. The attention the flood generated advanced a movement within academic research libraries to formalize book preservation programs. The University of Maryland Libraries’ Library Media Services Dept. holds the only copy of the English-language version of the film in a research library collection. RAI, the national Italian radio and television company, makes the black-and-white Italian version available on its website. With the kind permission of Maestro Zeffirelli, the University of Maryland Libraries is able to share its digitized copy of Florence: Days of Destruction.

Session 220, SC II - Academic and Research Libraries

Session 226, Closing Session (SI)

Agenda • Address by the President Donna Scheeder • Presentation of Awards • Announcement of WLIC 2018 location • Vote of thanks WLIC 2016 • Invitation to WLIC 2017 in Wroclaw, Poland • Close of the Assembly
Scientific Programme

Friday, 19 August 2016

Special Sessions
08:30 - 10:00  C220

Session 227, Professional Committee Meeting

Special Sessions
10:30 - 17:00  C220

Session 228, Governing Board Meeting